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1 ABSTRACT 
This project “Erotic Capital” concerns the topic and theory of Erotic Capital, coined by Catherine 
Hakim. The idea of Erotic Capital derives from Pierre Bourdieu’s theory of Personal Capitals – in this, 
Erotic Capital is discussed as an additional Personal Capital.	
In connection to the investigation of the theory Erotic Capital, certain theories of Feminism, 
Masculinity, Femininity, Gender and Cultural Differences are explored and examined. This is done in 
order to study how these theories connect with and influence the phenomena Erotic Capital. 	
Primarily, theory sections, within the methodology chapter, on each theory will entail how they 
function – this is done to give both the group and the reader a greater knowledge on the before-
mentioned theories, thereby creating a broader knowledge and overview on the subjects at hand. 
Additionally, the theories used in the dissertation, are used in order to explore the phenomena and the 
restrictions of it in order to, lastly, help conduct a suitable conclusion on how the phenomena Erotic 
Capital and 21st Century Feminism differ from one another and how the cultural differences in gender 
roles influence this.	
In order to study and conclude upon the latter, a Qualitative Research Method was used in order to 
conduct a Structured Interview. The interview was conducted with four individuals of different cultural 
backgrounds and with different genders but same educational and social level. The interviews was 
further investigated through the methods of Discourse Analysis and Phenomenology applied. These 
interviews gave the possibility of studying if Erotic Capital is current in people’s everyday life, the 
awareness of it, and finally if the cultural background or gender can have an influence on this.  
The latter part of this project analyses, discusses and concludes on the theory of Erotic Capital in 
regards to Feminism, Masculinity, Femininity, Gender and Cultural Differences. The focus of this 
project is thereby to investigate and conclude, if Erotic Capital is a valid theory, how it differs from 
Feminism, and lastly how it is connected to Gender and Cultural Differences.	
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2 SUMMARY 
Dette projekt, “Erotic Capital”, omhandler emnet Erotisk Kapital, udformet af Catherine Hakim. Ideen 
bag Erotisk Kapital kommer fra Pierre Bourdieus teorier om Personlige Kapitaler – ud fra dette vil 
Erotisk Kapital blive diskuteret som en øvrig form for Personlig Kapital.	
I forbindelse med undersøgelsen af teorien Erotisk Kapital, blev visse teorier inden for Feminisme, 
Maskulinitet, Femininitet, Køn og Kulturelle Forskelle udforsket og undersøgt. Dette blev gjort for at 
kunne udforske hvordan de givne teorier er i forbindelse med og influere fænomenet Erotisk Kapital.  
Først og fremmest vil en teori sektion, under metode kapitlet, redegøre hvad hver teori indeholder - 
dette er gjort for ligeledes at give gruppen samt læseren af dette projekt, en større viden om de 
førnævnte teorier. Ydermere, de teorier brugt i denne afhandling, er blev brugt for at kunne studere 
fænomenet og dets restriktioner for afslutningsvist at kunne foretage en passende konklusion i forhold 
til hvorvidt fænomenet Erotisk Kapital og Feminisme i det 21 århundrede afviger fra hinanden og 
hvordan Kulturelle Forskelle i køn roller influere dette.  
For at kunne studere og konkludere på det sidst nævnte, blev en Kvalitativ Forsknings Metode brugt for 
at kunne foretage et Struktureret Interview. Dette Interview bestod af fire individer fra forskellige 
kulturalle baggrunde og med forskellige køn, men med samme uddannelses- og sociale niveau. 
Derefter blev interviewsne undersøgt gennem metoderne Diskurs Analyse og anvendt Fænomenologi.  
Disse interview gav muligheden for at studere om Erotisk Kapital er aktuelt i folks hverdags liv, 
opmærksomhed på det, og sidst om kulturel baggrund eller køn kan have indflydelse på dette. 
Den sidste del af dette projekt analyserer, diskuterer og konkluderer på teorien om Erotisk Kapital i 
forbindelse med Feminisme, Maskulinitet, Femininitet, Køn og Kulturelle Forskelle. Dette projekts 
fokus er derved at undersøge og konkludere, om Erotisk Kapital er en gyldig teori, hvordan det afviger 
fra Feminisme og sidst hvorvidt det er forbundet til Køn og Kulturelle Forskelle.  
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3 INTRODUCTION 
In this dissertation, the aim is to explore and conclude on the investigation of the theory of Erotic 
Capital, coined by Catherine Hakim, author of the book “Honey Money: Why attractiveness is the key 
to success”.	
In this, a thorough investigation of the term Erotic Capital and its belonging traits will be explored and 
explained. In first exploration of the theory, definitions within it will be made – thereby presenting the 
important topics, which will give both the group and reader of this project a basic understanding of the 
theory of Erotic Capital.	
In connection to Erotic Capital, a further investigation will be made within the boarders of the theories 
behind Masculinity and Femininity. By doing this, a full exploration of these terms in question will be 
made, but furthermore contribute to the understanding of Erotic Capital in both genders.	
In addition, an interest in regards to Erotic Capital will be underlined in the usage of analysing the 
theory with those of Cultural Differences. To underline this, interviews conducted for this dissertation 
will serve as an understanding in the way Erotic Capital can be viewed and analysed. Here, the 
interviews are conducted with four different individuals, all stemming from different cultural 
backgrounds. The aim of the interviews is thereby to dissect the theory of Erotic Capital and how it – 
possibly – differs from culture to culture.	
In order to question the validation of the theory of Erotic Capital, a feministic point of view will 
explore the boundaries within Erotic Capital. To that end, this project critically discusses the effect of 
Erotic Capital in regards to Feministic views on this matter.	
A Discourse Analysis is made in order to critically understand the before mentioned interviews, and 
how the interviewees understand the theory of Erotic Capital in regards to Feminism and Cultural 
Differences. Here, the Discourse Analysis serves as working tool to understand how the aspects of 
Erotic Capital can be used in everyday life and what effect they can have – or, perhaps in fact the 
opposite.	
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On the basis of these factors, a discussion is made in the latter part of this project. Here, it is discussed 
whether the theory of Erotic Capital is, in fact, a valid theory as well as compared with feministic views 
on the matter.	
Finally, a conclusion will be made in order to differentiate whether the theory of Erotic Capital is to be 
trusted and how it can – or cannot – be intertwined with theories of Feminism.  	
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4 PROBLEM FORMULATION 
Within the Western Society, how does the phenomena of Erotic Capital and 21st Century Feminism 
differ and correlate? How does the cultural difference in gender roles influence the phenomena of 
Erotic Capital?	
4.1  RESEARCH QUESTION 
- How is Erotic Capital viewed from a feministic point of view and vice versa?	
- Is the theory of Erotic Capital liable and what are the possible critiques?	
- How do the theories of Masculinity, Femininity, Gender and Cultural Differences combines 
with the theory of Erotic Capital and Feminism?	
- How can the conducted interviews contribute to the investigation of the cultural differences in 
gender roles regarding Erotic Capital and Feminism?	
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5 MOTIVATION AND PROCESS 
We, the group, chose this project for several reasons, but there were some similarities that will be listed 
and explained in this section.	
To begin with, we all read Bourdieu's theory on Capitals and were very intrigued by the additional fifth 
Capital introduced by Catherine Hakim. In particular since it is trying to explain why individuals are so 
obsessed with the way they look and how it is important to make use of Erotic Capital to ones 
advantage.	
In today's society, everyone seems to be constantly concerned about how good-looking they are. We, as 
a society, have an epidemic of narcissism, which expresses itself through selfies and self-portrayals that 
differentiate from the truth. This leads to the question: Why is it so important to always look your best?	
Knowing about the theory of Erotic Capital, we can now say that this is due to the fact that deep down, 
everyone knows that people react more positive if we are good looking. Of course that is not everything 
Erotic Capital consists of but initially, when we first heard of Erotic Capital, which was the basic idea 
we had.	
During the process of writing the project, we became more aware of the several facets that Erotic 
Capital consists of. This leads us to acknowledge the fact that we actually have been using our Erotic 
Capital throughout our lives - some more than others - but have just not been aware of the term 
describing our efforts. The main aim of Erotic Capital is to help people achieve goals and succeed in 
different aspects of life.   	
When we became aware of this, it, of course, changed everything. We could not just write purely on 
Erotic Capital anymore. We needed something broader and at the same time something more specific. 
We started thinking that since the majority of the group is from Denmark: then what is the difference in 
the usage of Erotic Capital in other countries and cultures as well as between genders.	
That is when the whole project took a new turn. We were aware that we would need some kind of lead 
on what different cultures constitute as Erotic Capital. Therefore, we chose to interview four people	
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with four different cultures. Keeping in mind that Erotic Capital helps one to become successful, we 
decided to use interviewees who were of highly educated backgrounds. The answers given by the 
interviewees then helped us to develop a more refined project and connect it better towards cultural 
differences.	 	
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6 DIMENSIONS 
6.1  CULTURE AND HISTORY 
Within this dissertation, the dimension of Culture and History is covered. 
The Dimension Culture and History works with the contemporary and the historical cultural analysis. 
This includes the core aspects of contemporary cultural analysis, the dynamics of culture and power 
and the interconnection between historical contemporary cultural processes in society. 
In this project, the group wanted to research how great the impact of the cultural differences of 
different individuals would be in connection to Erotic Capital. To do so, it was necessary to clarify the 
aspect of Cultural Differences, the group researched theories on Cultural Differences. In addition, 
interviews with four individuals from four different cultural backgrounds were conducted. In these 
interviews, the aim was to acknowledge the different perspectives on Erotic Capital of our 
Interviewees. All interviewees stem from different countries of origin, which contributed to the group 
being able to work with four different cultures, respectively – additionally we have the fifth culture 
being Danish.   However, as seen in the interviews, not every interviewee gave answers, which would 
allow the group to make definite conclusions on the connection of Erotic Capital and Cultural 
Differences and how this would change. 
In regards to Erotic Capital, it was also interesting to observe the shifting power dynamics between 
men and women in different cultures and, furthermore, how these power dynamics change when 
coming to Denmark, coping with yet another culture. 
Moreover we use the history of Feminism and Capitals in order to shed light upon the development of 
the theories to conclude on their presence in today’s society. 
6.2  SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY 
The dimension of Science and Philosophy covers a grand area of thoughts of the human being. The 
philosophical reflection of Science and Philosophy mainly reflects upon the philosophical areas 
regarding knowledge, truth, objectivity and what is seen to be real. 
Science is the part of the dimension that covers historical and sociological aspects. 
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In this dissertation, the use of the dimension Philosophy and Science came into play when using Erotic 
Capital, Feminism, Gender, and Discourse Analysis – and to some degree also Cultural Differences. 
Already the main topic of this paper, Erotic Capital, is a theory based in Philosophy. Furthermore, the 
theories of Feminism and Gender play an important role, as they tie in with the theory of Erotic Capital. 
In this, the aim is to explain how Erotic Capital is perceived between men and women. Additionally, 
theories of Feminism and Gender further explain the differences between what men and women 
perceive as erotic and how Erotic Capital changes accordingly. 
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7 METHODS AND THEORIES 
In this project of Erotic Capital, there will be made use of several methodologies and theories in order 
to explore and examine the mentioned to the fullest. The choice of methods and theory have been made 
with the focus on retrieving as much knowledge from the examined as possible. The methods used in 
the given dissertation are taken from the stance of the dimension Philosophy and Science and History 
and Culture. The dimensions, methods and theories within this dissertation, provide knowledge and 
useful tools in order to understand and examine the theory Erotic Capital by Catherine Hakim.	
 
7.1  METHODOLOGIES 
In this dissertation, methods will be used within the process of collecting data and knowledge on Erotic 
Capital. The methods used are working primarily within the dimension of Philosophy and Science. 
They are used as a tool to withdraw data and knowledge on the given topic, thus also use the methods 
as theoretical methods in order to read and combine the different kinds of structures. Moreover, using 
empirical methods to collect data and the investigation of the data, by the use of qualitative methods. 
The methods used in this project are Discourse Analysis, Phenomenology and lastly a Qualitative 
Research Method. These methods are used in different parts of the paper in order to combine the said 
intention of this dissertation. Now a further elaboration of the latter mentioned methods.	
7.1.1  Qualitat ive Research Method – Structured Interview 
Qualitative research is used in situations where the researcher is interested in-depth knowledge on a 
topic and is getting to the root of the problem, when the representativeness of the result is not 
necessary, but rather understanding of the essence of the phenomena. Due to the costs and time, the 
qualitative examinations are carried out on a smaller number of cases than the quantitative data 
(Saldana, Johnny, Leavy, Patricia, Beretvas, 2011). 
Qualitative research aims to look at the ‘outside world’ - studied in its natural environment - and to 
describe, interpret and explain social phenomena from an internal perspective in many different ways - 
e.g. analysing the experiences of individuals or groups (Bitsch Olsen, Poul & Pedersen, 2005, p. 204).  
The experiences can be linked to individual biographies or professional life practice. The researcher 
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might acquire the qualitative data by examining knowledge of colloquial or first/second-handed written 
material (Saldana, Johnny, Leavy, Patricia, Beretvas, 2011). Within the project, the group chose to 
focus on this specific qualitative research technique, which contributes to see the social relations that 
are played out in an everyday life situation, in this case, in a work environment. The group wanted to 
investigate whether if there is a conceptual awareness of Erotic Capital and the potential usage of it, 
due to greater achievement of success in life. Moreover, with a focus on cultural differences discover 
the varieties of Erotic Capital with a cultural aspect and uncover whether if it differs from the Danish 
perspective on the matter.	
The group made a general prejudice that Erotic Capital contributes to achieving success in work field 
and that it is used in everyday life situations, as the theoretical background of the whole project - which 
the book “Honey Money- Why attractiveness is the key to success” by Catherine Hakim - consists of 
this assumption.	
The investigation made in this project lies in the qualitative research method - however, the data within 
phenomenological approach is a mixture of a structured interview, a questionnaire and written 
documents (Bitsch Olsen, Poul & Pedersen, 2005, p. 205). The original idea was to make an interview 
with chosen individuals of high spheres to collect the empirical data. However, as the face to face 
interview turned out to be undoable for certain reasons, the group made the decision of using the 
structured interview within the qualitative dimension, and chose to make a questionnaire, that would 
reflect on the issue of Erotic Capital, the awareness of it and its usage in the everyday life. The group 
developed an interview schedule and emailed it to four people of four different cultural backgrounds 
who represent fields of high education spheres and who might have experienced the usage of Erotic 
Capital themselves, or have seen its effects in their everyday life. Due to the fact that the answers were 
in a form of a questionnaire, meaning that the “network of actions” - which is of high significance to 
the interview - (Bitsch Olsen, Poul & Pedersen, 2005, p. 2014) was not to be observed during the 
interview; the group had to consider interviewees’ recounting of experiences that were unconsciously  
described in the interview.	
Since the researchers within the qualitative method stress the socially constructed nature of reality, 
which involves the close relationship between the subject and the researcher (Bitsch Olsen, Poul & 
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Pedersen, 2005, p. 204) - the group is aware of the crucial effect on the sampled data that excludes the 
observation of subjects during the interview.   	
It is important to mention that in this dissertation the Qualitative Research Method – Interview will be 
referred to as “Interview”.	
7.1.2  Discourse Analys is  
The basic idea behind a Discourse Analysis lies within understanding the usage of a certain language in 
a specific text. It is used to extract the elementary notions and world-view from which a point of view 
will occur. The analysis made, depends on the societal reality within which the text functions. This is 
accomplished by investigating the writers’ wording and sentence construction with a certain emphasis, 
whether it is positive or negative. It is a delimited constructed action- and opinion analysis, which 
creates a system of words used to make a meaning of a text (Jan Sørensen, 2011, p.1).   
In a Discourse Analysis, what is being examined are the linguistic constructions of and in a text. 
Literature can never be neutral; there will always be a definite significance reliant on the association in 
which it is given. It depends on the connotation of the sentence construction and the wording – e.g. the 
word “sex” has a sexual and erotic discourse. The main-focus of a Discourse Analysis is on the 
wording, used to provide a given phenomena with a certain meaning. Moreover, it is important to note 
that the usage of language – written as well as spoken – is a tool of communicative interaction in and 
with society. Thus reality is a linguistic and communicative construction - i.e. the world is thus 
described by our words (Jan Sørensen 2011, p.1). It is key to mention that there exists several kinds of 
discourse analyses, but in this dissertation, there will only be made use of the Discourse Analysis 
explained here.  	
This Discourse Analysis revolves around several concepts; nodal point, chain of equivalence, chain of 
difference, antagonisms, the form of discourse used, and lastly the different layers of discourse. To give 
a further explanation, the nodal point (Jan Sørensen 2011, p.1) revolves around the texts main theme, it 
is found through a key word essential for the given text – e.g. the word love contains positively loaded 
discourses, thus a word used often in the text, describing love could be used as the nodal point. The 
nodal point provides the text with the central meaning of the intended expression of the text – e.g. the 
word “Capital” has a social discourse. Secondly is the chain of equivalence (Jan Sørensen 2011, p.1), 
which is words or sentences attached to the nodal point. The words or sentences within the chain of 
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equivalence create a certain meaning of the text.  It is chains of words that are constructing differences 
between essential phenomena – e.g. words such as heart, booty, feelings and sex could be words used 
in a text on love. Thirdly is the chain of difference (Jan Sørensen 2011, p.1), which consist of the exact 
same words as from the chain of equivalence, though dividing them into two opposites. Thus creating 
antagonism - this is most often seen with a negative connotation – e.g. dividing the previous mentioned 
words into antagonisms would be putting together “booty” and “sex” in contradiction to “heart” and 
“feelings” (Jan Sørensen 2011, p.1). These antagonisms are divided by self-made themes which 
describe the words of which it consists – e.g. the words “booty” and “sex” would fit within the theme 
“body” and the words “heart” and “feelings” would be within the theme “emotions”. Lastly, there are 
the different forms of discourse (Jan Sørensen 2011, p.1), which needs to be taking into consideration.  
The different forms of discourse are Inner-outer-discourse, front-back-discourse, and up-down-
discourse. Primarily, is inner-outer-discourse, which can be described as inclusion versus exclusion – 
e.g., often this form of discourse is used in regards to good versus evil. Furthermore is front-back-
discourse that revolves around time aspects – e.g. putting two eras in contradiction of each other.  Next 
is up-down-discourse, which is in regards to class or power hierarchies – e.g. having a low income 
would thus put you in the “down” part of this given discourse, whereas if you had a high income you 
would be in the “up” part of the discourse. Lastly there is the several layers of discourse (Jan Sørensen 
2011, p.1); deep-, medium-, and non-deep discourse. Deep discourse being the discourse mostly rooted 
in society and thus harder to change – e.g. morals of a given culture are deeply rooted in the society and 
thus harder to change. Secondly, medium discourse, which is easier to change though still, impeded in 
society – e.g. laws are often highly embedded in society, though they can be changed. Last is non-deep 
discourse, described as statements made in the contemporary time, and thus can quickly change – e.g. 
statements made from an individual point of view in a friendly conversation (Jan Sørensen 2011, p.1).  	
7.1.3  Source Crit ic ism 
In order to investigate and establish the quality and viability of the material used for reference, it is 
important to use Source Criticism. This is due to the fact that the basis for working with sources have 
been under the scrutiny of critical eyes.  However, it must be noted that the mentioning of the usage of 
Source Criticism in this dissertation will only be done if found relevant.	
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Furthermore, it will be mentioned if there are sources that are contradicting each other (Dahl, 2010, p. 
193). Source Criticism has, nonetheless, been taken into use throughout the usage of sources in general 
in the project.	
The method of Source Criticism can be described as inquiring the basis of for instance the following 
features of a source; who has written it and is it objective? In total, Source Criticism amounts to a 
rational and critical questioning of a source (Dahl, 2010, pp. 194–195).	
Additionally, one should have a further focus on doing Source Criticism when using sources on the 
Internet. In actuality, it is the same process of questioning, as with regular sources; however, one must 
keep in mind the floating nature of the Internet and how easily the sources can be edited. Furthermore, 
sources from the Internet do not go through the same rigorous process of editing (Dahl, 2010, pp. 192–
193).	
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7.2   AWARENESSES OF PROJECT METHODOLOGIES   
Within this dissertation, certain awarenesses occurred when conducting research. These awarenesses 
are as follows:	
7.2.1  The Awareness of  the Theory and use of  Phenomenology as a  Method 
As a part of this project, the theory of Phenomenology has been used as a method in order to work with 
and analyse certain sections. However, as Phenomenology is a concrete – and furthermore broad – 
theory and methodological way to work with and draw possible sub-conclusions on, it has therefore 
been used with certain awareness. In this, the theory Phenomenology have thereby been defined and 
used in a very basic way, as it clearly serves a purpose in regard to this paper. Here, the theory is 
thereby described and used in order to create a better understanding of its belonging subjects, and 
further provide a basis for the empirical data in question.	
 
In this dissertation, a very basic usage of Phenomenology has been taken into use. With this in mind, 
the theory and methodical way of Phenomenology is the study of the individual’s structures of self-
consciousness experienced from a first-person point of view. In this, Phenomenology offers an insight 
into the individual’s way of perceiving episodes and feelings. By explanation, the central structure of 
an episode or feeling, seen from within the individual, is being directed outward towards the viewable 
situation at hand. The content, meaning and interpretation made by the individual in question will be 
directed and sculpted around the episode or experience (Smith, 2003).	
According to the French philosopher René Descartes (1596-1650), the uncertainty of knowing 
something for certain is present in the individual; a question of whether or not we, as individuals, are 
actually existing and if all experiences could be a dream. According to Descartes, we cannot know for 
certain. However, as Descartes continued in his philosophical research, he formulated a theory of the 
certainty of our existence: “I think, therefore I am.” Descartes, who was not a theorist in 
Phenomenology, argues that the proof of our existence is our ability to feel and think. However, the 
German Edmund Husserl (1859-1938), who did study Phenomenology, argued that to know what we 
see – a phenomena – would prove our existence. The phenomena of seeing water - knowing how it 
feels, what it looks like and how it can be used – is basic; it does not strive to prove our existence 
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through philosophizing about it – it is simply there and a proof or our existence, thereby also reality 
(Pécseli & Jacobsen, 2009).	
In this, the theory of Phenomenology revolves around the individual, how one feels and furthermore 
experiences the world around one self. Phenomenology is both sensations of knowing, but it also relies 
on experiences. Relying on more than just sensations, the phenomenological tradition addresses 
subjects such as interpreting meanings in a given experience, the significance of objects and events, the 
flow of time, the experiences in the world around us and lastly the self and others in connection to each 
other (Smith, 2003).	
 
7.2.2  The Awareness of  the Difference Between the Term “Erotic”  and the Term “Sexual”  
Through the description of Erotic Capital – see page 29 - it is seen that both “Erotic” and “Sexual” are 
terms needed in order to understand the theory to the fullest. Taken from the standpoint of the term 
“Erotic” - and with a focus within the theory of Erotic Capital – “Erotic” can be seen in the element 
non-physical social presentation (Oxford Dictionaries, 2015a), and partly in the elements of sexual 
attractiveness, liveliness and sexuality (Hakim, 2012). In these specific elements of Erotic Capital, the 
term “Erotic” is shown within the further description of the elements such as social energy, humour, 
energy - within sexuality, erotic imagination, and sexual body behaviour. 
The latter mentioned are words used to describe a certain behaviour and processes connected to the 
psychological dimension of an individual – at least to a certain degree. Secondly, the term “Sexual” is 
found in the elements of beauty and physical social presentation (Oxford Dictionaries, 2015b), 
moreover it is also partly presented in the elements of sexual attractiveness, liveliness, physical social 
presentation, and sexuality (Hakim, 2012). Here, the term “Sexual” is seen within the elaborating 
description of the elements as in sexual body movement and physical adornments. These words can be 
used to describe a certain appearance or self-presentation connected to the physiological aspects of an 
individual. 
To make a short conclusion, the term “Erotic” can be defined, not without the use of the term Sexual 
and vice versa, as the psychological process of sexual desire is related to love, in the context of sexual 
love and feelings in relation the sexual attraction of another individual. Moreover, “Erotic” is different 
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from the term “Sexual” in the sense, that “Sexual” relates to the physiological processes of the 
individual, whereas the term “Erotic” relates to the psychological processes.	
7.3  THEORIES 
Within this paper many theories will be used as part of the argumentation. In addition, the main focus 
of the paper lies upon the said theory of Erotic Capital by Catherine Hakim. The theories used in this 
dissertation are used to interpret and understand connections and tendencies of the texts and the 
collected data. Moreover, the theories will be used to point out certain aspect and variables found in the 
text or data collected. Within this dissertation the theories used are primarily Erotic Capital. 
Secondarily are the theories of Capitals, Feminism, Masculinity, Femininity, Cultural Differences and 
Gender. The theories are used throughout the entire paper both in collected parts of the paper and in 
individual parts. A further elaboration of the latter mentioned theories follows.	
 
7.3.1  Capitals  
When defining Bourdieu’s Capitals as a theory, it will be examined how the fundamentals of his 
definition came about and how they work in context with each other.  	
When defining his understanding of Capital, Bourdieu sought to Karl Marx, who had presented the 
theory that power is determined by accesses to material Capital. This was then combined with Marx’s 
understanding of the relation between power and Capital, and Max Webbers division of power and 
status. He then postulated that that there were different forms of power in a societal context that was 
attached to different forms of Capital. Beyond the focus of Marx’s on material or Economic Capital, 
Bourdieu then furthered and postulated the existence of Cultural Capital and Social Capital. In addition, 
he also defined the term Symbolic Capital (Wilken, 2006, p. 46).	
 
7.3.2  Erotic  Capital  
"Erotic Capital" is a term coined by Catherine Hakim, grounded in the theory of Capitals by Pierre 
Bourdieu. Erotic Capital is to be understood as a form of personal sexual and erotic assets of the 
individual, which can make an individual, achieve success and exploit to ones advantages in life 
through physical attractiveness, charm, appearance and sexuality (Hakim 2012, p.12). Erotic Capital is 
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to be understood as a combination of: beauty - i.e. classic beauty or what we are being served by the 
media -, sexual attractiveness - i.e. a sexual body: movement, vocal use, and behaviour -, non-physical 
social presentation - i.e. grace, charm, and social skills in interaction -, liveliness - i.e. a mixture of 
physical fitness, social energy, and good humour -, physical social presentation – i.e. style of dress, 
face-painting, perfume, jewellery or other adornments -, and sexuality - i.e. sexual competence, energy, 
erotic imagination, playfulness and other sexually satisfying acts (Hakim 2012, p.12). These are the six 
elements of Erotic Capital and thus how the theory of Erotic Capital is to be understood.	
7.3.3  Feminism 
The feministic theory is coined in social theories and political activism. It is a multi-disciplinary theory 
that is revolved around and approaches sex and gender equality. From a historical perspective, 
Feminism evolved from inequality of sexes, which was investigated through a critical examination. It 
evolved to a more nuanced focus that was reliant on the social and performative social and political 
constructions of gender and sexuality (Freedman, 2001). The focus for Feminism now lies upon gender 
equalities and to effectively change areas of power imbalance within the politics of gender and 
sexuality. Many academic and non-academic discussions of the latter mentioned inequalities focuses on 
the awareness of injustice and works with changing gender dynamics in any scenario of gender and 
sexuality inequality. Feminists are thus often seen in political activist campaign areas such as 
reproductive rights, gay marriage, equal pay, domestic violence, workplace issues, and sexual 
harassment and discrimination – i.e. if there is presence of stereotyping, infringements of human rights, 
gender - or sexuality-based oppression, objectification and others, it is a feministic issue (Freedman, 
2001).	
The broadness of Feminism and the change of Feminism through time has led to many different kinds 
of Feminism. It is thus important to mention that not all feminist theories are the same. Within this 
dissertation, Feminism will be presented primarily with a historical perspective. Secondly there will be 
a discussion from different feminist theories, to display the difference of the several feminist theories as 
well as what Feminism can be understood to be in the 21st Century.	
7.3.4  Mascul in ity  
In defining Feminism, its history and additionally underlining feministic theories, an exploration of the 
two sexes – male and female, respectively – must be made in definitions of Masculinity and Femininity 
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alike. To explore the depths and – perhaps – boarders within these, a short definition of both 
Masculinity and Femininity will be explored and defined. This should hereby present itself for further 
discussion in the latter part of this dissertation.	
Masculinity, as the counterpart to Femininity, is considered a set of attributes, roles and behaviours to 
generally identify the male gender. The attributes considered masculine will vary from country to 
country and naturally change over time. Masculine traits consist of a combination of courage, 
independence and assertiveness. The study of Masculinity is a branch of the study of gender, pioneered 
in Feminism and Cultural Studies, and as such, its research has at its core, the problem of identity 
formation. Masculinity in itself is only a concept, a theory, trying to explain gender differences. Gender 
experts argue that Masculinity as well as Femininity are only concepts made up by society to explain or 
justify the gender gap, in for example choice of workplace.	
The problem with Masculinity has been that it has not until recently been properly researched. 
Analysing men, Masculinity and the problems involving this matter are something that has been 
neglected until the advent of ‘Second-wave’ Feminism. Masculinity has developed into a broad field 
with many different opinions and theories of what makes up Masculinity. The classic sociological 
gender theory claims, that the only reason gender roles exist is that society and culture dictate them: “In 
particular it has overturned the idea of biological determinism which holds that gendered behaviour is 
a function of physiology—e.g. men are stronger and more aggressive than women and are therefore 
naturally supposed to be hunter-warriors—and shown very clearly that Masculinity is culturally 
defined” (Buchanan, 2015).	
There is also a different approach: common attributes of Masculinity over time have been aggression 
and being the protector of the herd. According to Harvard biological anthropologist Richard 
Wrangham, these traits derive from millions of years of evolutionary selection for aggression: “Men’s 
propensity to violence seems to be one of the areas most resistant to change” (Pringle, 2006, p. 2). By 
nature, men have always been physically stronger than women. This, of course, makes them better 
suited for combat and dangerous situations like hunting. In the U.S. military, for example, only 15% of 
the employees are women – and out of these 15%, only 8% want to take part in combat. This shows 
quite simply the differences between the sexes in regards to their mental attitude on war. The core to 
Masculinity can be put into three words: Protect, procreate and provide. Part of this also sums up what 
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makes a man attractive and what his Erotic Capital is made of. For example to protect, of course, 
means to protect the woman or the family. To do so, the man needs to be strong both in an 
economically and physically. This leads to men’s need for a strong, muscular body to be attractive. The 
point of providing of course means to be able to put food on the table for the family. For this, a man 
needs to have a well-paying job, which then in turn enhances his Erotic Capital. To procreate is, of 
course, meant to reproduce. Therefore, a man needs to be able to get a woman pregnant to further his 
genetic heritage. These three points make up a man’s Erotic Capital to a certain degree. Also, in this, is 
a man’s characteristics but those can hardly be generally summarized, since they differ from country to 
country.	
In the distinctions made in order to define the term “Masculinity” and how it relates to the theory of 
Erotic Capital, it is important to investigate the term and theories of “Femininity”; how are the terms of 
Masculinity and Femininity related, and furthermore, how does Femininity relate to the theory of Erotic 
Capital?	
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7.3.5   Femininity    
“One may be born as a ‘female’ of the human race but it is the civilization which creates ‘woman’, 
which defines what is feminine, and proscribes how women should and do behave” (Freedman, 2001, p. 
14).	
Femininity plays a huge role in the concept of Erotic Capital. What is the phenomena of Femininity 
really? It is biological- psychological conditioning, adaptation and tradition in a certain culture and 
time. The strengths of Femininity are beauty, charm, gentleness, concern and desire to serve. 
According to the definition, Femininity is a set of physical and mental characters that characterize a 
woman. That is a very general statement, which makes one realize that Femininity is not only 
determined by external features, however those features do help to distinguish between what is 
feminine and what is masculine.	
Within the subject of Erotic Capital, the term of Femininity has to be included and explained to give 
the reader an idea of what sexuality means in the 21st Century. It helps to understand how it is 
conducted and why it is such an important feature, especially when pairing it with Feminism. 
Femininity is strongly connected to Feminism. According to Ann Oakley, the distinction between sex 
and gender is strictly associated with a feministic approach, which argues against biological 
determinism and distracts attention from physical differences, focusing on social processes that shape 
Masculinity and Femininity (Oakley, 1972, p. 16).	
It is true that Femininity is easy to determine based on the appearances. Long hair, make-up, red lips 
and nails, good body frame, enhanced breasts, tight dresses and high-heeled shoes can make the first 
glance appearance of a woman more feminine. However, the real charm that is the key to being 
feminine may lay somewhere deeper- both in a visual and behavioural sense. Every woman has what 
Mother Nature gave her. Especially now in the 21st Century where women have several opportunities - 
and almost the same capabilities as men to grab them - women have the ability to take care of their 
Femininity and expose it in different ways. However, it was not always, as it is now. In the 1990s, the 
distinction between sex and gender had to be made clear. Feminists who were seeking to distinguish 
between the physiological and sociological roles of a female introduced the division of those concepts. 
The first term relates to the physical characteristics a woman is born with and the latter to social aspects 
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- such as behaviour and roles based on the biological category (Freedman, 2001, p. 13). However, 
according to Beauvoir, there is no such division. He claims that “(...) woman’s inferior position is not a 
‘natural’ or biological fact but one that is created by society. ” (Freedman, 2001, p. 14), which would 
mean that the role, which every human being plays in the society, is grounded and situated in the 
culture one have been brought up in.	
There are patriarchal cultures, which severely limit the role of a woman, reducing her status to a sexual 
object at first and then to being a mother and a housewife later, taking her right to self-fulfilment as a 
human being. In that scenario, the man is regarded as the one who governs and the woman as the one 
who must obey them and accept his reigns.	
In this, the distinctions of Erotic Capital and how Femininity and the above-mentioned Masculinity, 
depending on the dimensions of its functioning, differ in social roles that are established by different 
societies (Hofstede, 1998, p. 45). One’s perception of womanhood can be different from person to 
person because of prejudices, expectations, desires etc. There is no single model describing Femininity. 
Rather, it is a psychological concept, which also occurs in social sciences and in the field of 
philosophy. Of course, there is one role, common to every woman, regardless of the place of residence 
and time- to procreate. Only a woman can give birth to a baby, it is her biological role aimed at 
sustaining the human species (Freedman, 2001, p. 12). This common factor connects women from 
different cultures and eras. However, a woman’s life is not solely fixated on her biological 
predestination to giving the birth of a child. These roles are changing and are very different depending 
on the times and culture (Freedman, 2001, p. 13).	
Nowadays, in Europe the old, but still spread to a certain extent, stereotypes defining a woman as the 
‘weaker sex’ are disappearing. Probably what causes it are the changes in our lifestyle and new ways of 
understandings the equality between man and women. The 21st Century’s woman goes to work and 
earns money and by that gains independence and equality in socio-political life.	
Our intention is to discover if Femininity is a feature helping a woman gain equality and success in life. 
Moreover, in which way does it influence the Feminism in 21st Century?     	
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7.3.6  Cultural  Differences 
“Cultural difference is a process of signification through which statements of culture or on culture 
differentiate, discriminate, and authorize the production of fields of force, reference, applicability, and 
capacity” (Bhabha, 2006). 
Cultural Differences describe the phenomena in which people from different countries understand and 
misunderstand each other - on the premises of their respective cultural background. Cultural 
Differences are not restricted to only understanding or misunderstanding each other’s culture, but 
furthermore to do this in different contexts of cultures – e.g. In the wake of the United States of 
America, when the Founding Fathers wrote the constitution, the United States population consisted of 
people from different European countries. To unite the people, even though they had all different 
cultural backgrounds the motto of the United States became E Pluribus Unum - Out of Many, One. 
The reason why it was so hard to unite all the people was that their national identities play an important 
role in the way they define themselves and are seen by others - this is due to their different cultures 
(Arts, Hagenaars, & Halman, 2003, p. 2). 
In this, it is made evident that within different cultures, Europeans perceive themselves as different 
from other Europeans - not only in nationality, but also in other important aspects. These are for 
instance different languages spoken in different accents, superficial diversity of appearance and deeper 
diversities of aspiration, habit and belief. They have many different religions, and some of them are 
atheists or agnostics. In a way, it is only the common interwoven histories that make Europeans one.   
 
7.3.7  Gender 
Gender, social sex and concept of socio-cultural meaning of gender identity: These mean identifying 
the individual to a specific social role assigned to the sexes in terms of biological or physiological sex. 
Gender is formed when humans are between the age of three and six years (Holmes, 2007). This social 
role is internalized and has a strong impact on the feelings of the individuals, their behaviours, actions 
and preferences. 
In the modern world, the issue of gender is a huge topic. Discussions on sexuality are often triggered by 
an event publicized by the media - such as sexual abuse, humiliation of women or limitation of 
woman’s rights. The fact is that over the past century there has been tremendous progress in gender 
equality. 
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Accepting different behaviours as appropriate in accordance with generally accepted standards is for 
people so obvious that they never wonder about representing different behaviours. It comes naturally. 
The social order is based on creating the right relationship consisting of finding their place in the social 
hierarchy of and adapting to appropriate behaviour. Each unit has a certain social status, which links to 
various roles. This status is determined by biological characteristics, such as skin colour or sex, but also 
acquired through, among others, place of resistance or education. Each of us plays several roles every 
day, which we learn through the process of socialization. Undoubtedly, these roles, played by the 
individual, are tied irrevocably to gender (Holmes, 2007).	
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8 PIERRE BOURDIEU’S CAPITALS 
When working with “Erotic Capital”, it is relevant to study the concept and the knowledge behind the 
concept of “Capital” and thus it is relevant to look at one of the essential people who have worked with 
the concept “Capital”, the before mentioned Pierre Bourdieu (1931-2002). Moreover, he is also viewed 
as one of the most prominent and progressive thinkers of sociology in the 20th century. His work is 
complex and ambiguous. Therefore, it is important to note that he developed his concepts throughout 
his career (Wilken, 2006, p. 7).	
8.1  CAPITALS 
When working within Bourdieu’s Capitals it is important to mention that Bourdieu’s theory states that 
Capital works within three essential types. Here, it is to be found that the notion of Capital is defined as 
the quantities of assets put to productive use. The three essential types of Capital are Economic-, 
Cultural-, and Social Capital. Furthermore, it is important to mention that Bourdieu’s work is to be 
viewed as reflective. Meaning that his concepts have been developed to understand empirical research, 
however the concepts are also involved in an interactive dialog with the empirical research. Concepts 
developed in one context are used in another, thus new facets of the concepts are evolved (Wilken, 
2006, p. 48). One can argue that this is quite related to the rather new concept of “Erotic Capital”, 
builds on the work of Hakim, who found inspiration in Bourdieu	
When working with Bourdieu, it is also essential to mention that Bourdieu is working with the society 
from the perspective of the individual, - e.g. say the individual acts within the given arena dependent on 
the given Capital the individual is in possession of. Moreover, society is consistent of a number of 
arenas. It is a multidimensional arena, which is consistent of a number of sub-arenas - i.e. institutions, 
social groups, or workplaces -, within which the individual is operating. The individual enters an arena 
within society. When the individual is entering these given arenas, he or she always has their habitus - 
i.e. a system of lasting, acquired schemes of perception, action and thought -, taking into consideration 
that within this project our primary focus is on the Capitals. Habitus is the given resources the 
individual brings into the arena, - e.g. the combination and the amount of Capital - i.e. Economic-, 
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Social-, and Cultural Capital. These given Capitals are transformed into Symbolic Capital, which is an 
automatic process, that happens when the individual enters an arena. Each arenas has its own rules or 
Doxa - i.e. learned fundamental, deep-founded, unconscious beliefs, and values, taken as self-evident 
universals, that inform the individual’s actions and thoughts within a particular arena. According to 
these Doxa, the social group’s un-abrogated level will evaluate the individual and from that described 
to him or her, their legitimate position in the arena (Fowler, 1997, pp. 20, 31).	
 
8.2  THE THREE ESSENTIAL TYPES OF CAPITAL 
Before a further elaboration of the three essential types of Capital, one need to mention that there are, 
other Capitals, however they are in one way or the other included in the three essential types (Wilken, 
2006, pp. 48, 49).	
To make a short description of the three essential types of Capitals. First there is Cultural Capital, 
which is the distinction within the autonomous fields of art and science: intellectual or educational 
qualifications. It refers to the given assets of the individual - i.e. skills, competencies, qualification etc., 
which enable the individual to assemble cultural authority. A crucial part of this process is the 
alteration of the individual’s economic or symbolic legacy - i.e. property and/or accent - into Cultural 
Capital. Often this can be seen when people who gain Economic Capital consolidate their new social 
status by investing in cultural artefacts (Hakim, 2012, p. 24) In this regard it can also be mentioned that 
Human Capital is included in Cultural Capital - i.e. educational qualifications, training, skills and work 
experience.	
Economic Capital is defined by ownership of stocks and shares, or generally monetary rewards. In 
other words, Economic Capital is the sum of the resources and assets that can be used to produce 
financial gains. Bourdieu argues that within this Capital there is developed an opposition to Cultural 
Capital. When opposing the two it is found that that the expression of the opposed is found in the social 
fields - art and business.	
Lastly, there is Social Capital, which is given to be power gained by the sheer number of family 
members, retainers or network of supporters. Thus by possessing durable institutionalized relationships 
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of mutual acquaintances and recognition is the sum of actual or vital resources, which are enlarging to 
an individual (Fowler, 1997, p. 31).	
Within Bourdieu’s theory, Cultural Capital acts as a social relation within a social system of exchange 
that includes the accumulated cultural knowledge that confers to power and status. Displaying Cultural 
Capital can lead to benefits, such as gaining status or acceptance; therefore this can also be transfered 
into Social Capital. Social Capital is a resource based on group membership, relationships, networks of 
influence and support. This Social Capital can have other benefits, such as gaining Economic Capital, 
which often can be reinvested in Cultural Capital, and so the process continues as a cyclical. This can 
shape - and effect - social interactions and relationships. Displaying Cultural Capital can bring rewards 
or incur costs, depending on the cultural/social situation (Fowler, 1997, p. 31).	
Furthermore, there is a fourth type of Capital, which is Symbolic Capital. Symbolic Capital is defined 
by reputation or honour, including intellectual honesty. It addresses the fact that people do not perceive 
the effects of any Capital as such. Moreover, it is arguable that Symbolic Capital is, within modern 
societies, typically reconverted into economic earnings. Bourdieu argues within his studies that in 
modernity these are not accidentally connected but over time, necessarily linked together (Fowler, 
1997, pp. 20, 21, 22). Bourdieu uses the term Symbolic Capital” as an analogy to “Economic Capital”.  
However, Symbolic Capital is not necessarily the consequence of calculative competitive struggle. An 
important category of the possession of Symbolic Capital may simply mean the achievement of “a-
human” existence - i.e. distinguishes itself from animal actions and is open to all humans. Bourdieu 
points out that within class societies Symbolic Capital is found through the prisms of class domination. 
Coherent to that, it is found that action is based on collective strategies. Symbolic 
Capital is rehabilitated through a circuit like the conversion of money into value or Capital and vice 
versa; there is, however, no necessity to this circular transformation and acquisition of Symbolic- and 
Economic Capital can in principle be separated (Fowler, 1997, p. 31).	
Furthermore, it is also important to elaborate on the difficulties within the exchange of Capital. It is of 
course possible to exchange Capital between different arenas and still have success. Social Capital can 
be exchanged to Economic Capital, Economic Capital to Cultural Capital and Cultural Capital to 
Economic Capital etc., however only under certain circumstances.  (Wilken, 2006, p. 49).	
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To make a short conclusion of this part, it is important to stress the fact that different social arenas 
appreciates different social types of Capitals, by the influence of the crucial Doxa of the given arena. 
Thus, the different types of Capitals create a Symbolic Capital in which the individual create a name, 
status, and an appearance and thus the Habitus of the individual. Thus being that Capital is defined as 
the quantities of assets - i.e. Cultural, Economic and/or Social - put to productive use within an arena.	
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9 EROTIC CAPITAL 
With a thorough investigation of Bourdieu’s three Capitals – Economic-, Cultural- and Social Capital – 
there is one more to be added. Not theorized by Bourdieu, but by Catherine Hakim, the author of 
“Honey Money – Why attractiveness is the key to success” offers a fourth Capital: Erotic Capital. 
Investigated and explored by Hakim herself, who describes Erotic Capital as yet another personal asset 
that certain (attractive) individuals can exploit to their own advantage:	
 “I coined the term ‘erotic Capital’ to refer to a nebulous but crucial combination of beauty, sex 
appeal, skills of self-presentation and social skills – a combination of physical and social attractiveness 
which makes some men and women agreeable company and colleagues, attractive to all members of 
their society and especially the opposite sex” (Hakim 2012, p.1).	
Within the quote lies, the theory of personal sexuality and erotic self-exploitation to gain favourable 
advantages in life. However, Erotic Capital, as Hakim suggests, is not something that all individuals 
possess.	
9.1  THE S IX (SEVEN)  ELEMENTS OF EROTIC CAPITAL 
In her research, Hakim determines upon how Erotic Capital has six (seven) elements: “Erotic Capital 
combines beauty, sex appeal, liveliness, a talent for dressing well, charm and social skills and sexual 
competence. It is a mixture of physical and social attractiveness” (Hakim 2012, p.12). In this, Erotic 
Capital is multifaceted; some aspects may be more or less valued in certain societies, cultures and 
countries and differ in certain points of time – however, as Hakim explains, beauty is always a central 
element in Erotic Capital. In western societies, the aspect of beauty is considered what we are being 
served by advertisement companies and television; photogenic features in men and women, such as 
large eyes, voluminous lips and sculptured faces are prioritized and favoured (Hakim 2012, p.13). 
Sexual attractiveness is also an element within Erotic Capital. Although sexual attractiveness and 
“classic beauty” can be two very different things, sexual attractiveness relies on sexuality and how it 
can be used. To that end, sex appeal plays an important role within sexual attractiveness; as Hakim 
explains it:	
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“(…) sex appeal can also be about personality and style, Femininity or Masculinity, a way of being in 
the world, a characteristic of social interaction. Beauty tends to be static, hence is easily captured in a 
photo. Sexual attractiveness is about the way someone moves, talks or behaves, so it can be captured 
only on film or observed directly”(Hakim 2012, p.13).	
The third element in the theory of Erotic Capital is the social aspect of the way an individual might 
conduct him or herself: grace and charm, social skills in interacting with other individuals, the ability 
one has to make others like, feel at ease with, want to know and even desire an individual with Erotic 
Capital all play a role. These social skills have great value as a part of Erotic Capital and furthermore 
contribute to making one a desirable individual to others (Hakim 2012, p.14).	
Another element in the theory of Erotic Capital is “liveliness” – a mixture of contributing factors such 
as physical fitness, good humour and social energy that draw others to you. Culture preferences differ, 
however in most cultures, as Hakim explains; liveliness is often attached to physical activities and 
skills such as dancing or other forms of sports (Hakim 2012, p.14).	
Social presentation also play a role when defining which elements contribute to the term Erotic Capital. 
In social presentation, it is to be understood that style of dress, makeup, perfumed smells, jewellery, 
hairstyles and other indicators of personal attire send a message of confidence and attractive 
individuality to others around you. They all contribute to the subliminal message one might perspire, 
that he or she has status and should be treated accordingly. As stated by Hakim, personal and original 
style and grace within, contributes to the idea of Erotic Capital: “People who are skilled at social 
representation and appropriate dress are more attractive than those who look like [the] homeless 
[…]” (Hakim 2012, p.15).	
The sixth element, when defining Erotic Capital, is sexuality itself: Sexual competences and sexual 
energy, erotic playfulness and imagination and everything else that would make a partner sexually 
exiting, original and satisfying. To that end, Hakim argues that it is reasonable to conclude that sexual 
skills within men and women are not a universal attribute. However, this element is listed last, as the 
term of sexuality in comparison with Erotic Capital usually applies only in private and intimate 
relationships, whereas the other five elements within can all play a role, visibly or invisibly, in social 
contexts (Hakim 2012, p.15).	
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The seventh and last element in defining what is and how it works is rather vague. It relies, as Hakim 
describes, on cultural preferences within sexually attractive individuals. Erotic Capital contains the 
before-mentioned six elements; however, the seventh element of cultural attractiveness can play a role 
as well. As mentioned earlier, the Western societies have rather a similar definition of beauty and 
Erotic Capital. However, other cultures around the world value other assets as well. As Hakim 
explains, in New Guinea, the men dress up rather than women. In Japan, Geisha’s are valued for their 
poise and social entertaining skills. Some cultures view fertility and full figured women as a sign of 
Erotic Capital, while others value a slim figure. The seventh element is important to consider when 
investigating and contemplating Erotic Capital; it is noteworthy that, while Erotic Capital share 
similarities in ways of conducting oneself, culture and culture-specific preferences play a major role as 
well (Hakim 2012, p.16).	
By defining the six (seven) elements in Erotic Capital, it is possible to see the connections between 
aesthetic, visual, physical, social and sexual attractiveness to other members of society and, in 
particular, members of the opposite sex and furthermore what most people value in an erotic and sexual 
individual in all social contexts. Although women in general possess more Erotic Capital than men, as 
Hakim states, Erotic Capital contains both skills that can be learnt and developed – as well as some that 
cannot. Some personal assets such as being tall, slender and/or beautiful are not something that 
everyone will be born with. Yet, skills within Erotic Capital can be learned; thereby one can make 
some headway in developing, possessing and exuding Erotic Capital. In this, it can be discussed if 
Erotic Capital is something that only few have, but everyone can learn to a certain extent.	
9.2  FAVORABLE AND DESIRED TRAITS 
As stated previously, Erotic Capital combines six (seven) elements of sexual and erotic attractiveness: 
Beauty, sexual appeal, liveliness, social skills, sexuality, self-presentation and the rather vague seventh 
element of cultural specific preferences. The multi-factored criteria defining what Erotic Capital is and 
how it works will present a new question: Is it an elitist Capital, or can certain aspects within the theory 
of Erotic Capital be practiced, learned and used to alter one’s attractiveness to others – thereby creating 
new and, perhaps, better opportunities than one had before?  	
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Erotic Capital can come into play in different social situations, arenas and aspects of day-to-day life. As 
explored by Hakim, Erotic Capital is not bound to one aspect of social interactions with other people. It 
is easy to see how Erotic Capital can affect the act of finding a mate or sexual interactions; the traits 
within Erotic Capital give the particular individual who possess these an advantage in being desired 
and admired by others - e.g. a typical bar-scene on a Friday night: The men or women, who possess one 
or more – traits within the theory of Erotic Capital, will be a focal point for many who either admire 
desire or envy those in question.	
Another case of Erotic Capital being visible could be any given online dating portal: Erotic and 
sexually attractive individuals with enchanting profile photos and/or personal biographies will most 
often display one or more traits within Erotic Capital. Thereby making their dating profiles more 
popular than those who do not have a beautiful profile picture or an otherwise attractive biography 
within their profile. In these particular situations, Erotic Capital and the traits within are easily 
acknowledged. However, as Hakim explains through her book, Erotic Capital does not only belong to 
bar-scenes or online-dating websites: Erotic Capital can be found in many different arenas, and, if 
skilfully conducted, Erotic Capital can be a helpful asset in gaining certain advantages.	
However, as mentioned earlier, some people are born with one or more of the charismatic traits within 
Erotic Capital; they seem genetically favoured with good looks and the charm to match. Hakim 
explains: 
“Social psychologists have been studying the lives of attractive people for decades, to identify what 
makes them different, how they compare with unattractive people, and how consistent the outcomes 
are. The bad news here is that it is definitely better to be born beautiful or handsome. The good news is 
that everyone else can get similar results eventually, if they are prepared to invest hard work, time and 
effort” (Hakim 2012, p.109).	
With this, Hakim opens up for possibilities in achieving Erotic Capital in other fashions rather than 
being born with it. She continues explaining the possibilities to excel in one or more traits associated 
with Erotic Capital can present themselves if the individual has a wish to obtain these:	
“If you are not beautiful or handsome, the get a good body, or learn to dance, or develop social skills. 
Similarly, intelligence is multifaceted, so people who are classified as dunces at school because they do 
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not enjoy book learning may nonetheless be stars in other areas, such as music, football or foreign 
exchange trading” (Hakim 2012, p.109). 	
With this, Hakim hereby explains that Erotic Capital is not necessarily something that an individual is 
born with, but he or she can obtain one or more assets and skills within this theory. To that end, 
according to Hakim, it will be possible – if one is willing to work for it and put in effort – which he or 
she still has a chance to reach the same goal and excel in the skills of Erotic Capital, as one who was 
born with these advantages naturally.	
Although the term and theory of Erotic Capital is not counted as an official addition to Bourdieu’s 
theory of Capitals, Hakim has been praised for her research and exploration of the topic. More and 
more researchers are investigating the power of sexual and erotic attractiveness and the functions of it 
in the world and workplace.	
 
9.3  THE CONNECTION BETWEEN EROTIC CAPITAL AND FEMINISM 
In this, the studies of how one can obtain and maintain the skills within Erotic Capital can be explored 
as multifaceted; as suggested by Hakim, everyone can change their appearance, learn how to behave 
and conduct himself or herself with an attractive and perhaps even sexually desired way. However, 
here the discussion regarding Erotic Capital opens up: In Feminism, equality between sexes is an on-
going discussed topic. According to feminist theory, men and women should have the same rights. 
However, when the theory of Erotic Capital comes into play in this discussion; the matter of how men 
and women interact, how women should be treated and the matter of equal rights between the sexes. 
This leads to heated discussions with a feministic perspective, the views on Erotic Capital could lead to 
rather damaging interactions between men and women; men will exploit the woman who exploits her 
sexuality. Further to that, Feminism would argue that a woman using her sexuality to get ahead life 
does not provoke equality between the sexes, as the woman, aware or unaware, will be submissive to 
men in one way or another.	
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10 FEMINISM 
Within this dissertation, it is found relevant to study Feminism within the 21st Century in the Western 
culture in correlation to Erotic Capital. Noting the importance of the history of Feminism in order to 
give an accurate understanding of Feminism in the 21st Century, there will primarily be given a short 
introduction to the latter. Whereas there secondarily will be brought light on Feminism in the 21st 
Century in the Western World, moreover a short overview of the changes of the term Feminism over 
time. Thirdly there will be made a comparison between the given feministic attitudes and standpoints 
with the given standpoints and attitudes of Erotic Capital.	
10.1  THE HISTORY OF FEMINISM 
10.1.1  The “Waves” 
While trying to define Feminism there are some difficulties that must be taken into consideration. Some 
of the central complications when defining Feminism are the historical classifications and feminist 
theories and studies. As the definition of Feminism is determined by the given time of date, culture and 
the intention of what is stated as feministic. Feminism is often perceived as challenging the natural 
differences between men and women within the Western understanding (Freedman 2001, p.2).   
When studying Feminism in this dissertation it is important to keep in mind that the idea of Feminism 
has existed longer than the term itself and that, by making this a short introduction, which encompasses 
making classifications, means excluding some historical facts. Essential to the history of Feminism are 
the two central periods covering strong feminist movements, also classified as the ‘Waves.’ 
Specifically, the two ‘Waves,’ which are the historical part of this thesis.	
The ‘First-wave’ refers to the late 19th Century and the beginning of the 20th Century, concentrating 
about equal rights for women, particularly the rights to franchise – although not solely.  Central to this 
thesis is the ‘Second-wave’ though accounting for the ‘First-wave’ is essential. The ‘Second-wave’ 
refers to the late 1960s and 1970, the end of the 20th Century, centred on inequality for women, 
particularly in the areas of sexuality, family, and work (Freedman 2001, p.4). Here, essential to our 
dissertation and the concept of Erotic Capital, is the area of sexuality.   
Jane Freedman (2001), argues in the book “Feminism”, that Feminism might have been the wrong 
headline for her book as her arguments throughout the book revolves around several “Feminisms” 
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(Freedman 2001, p.1). She classifies the multiple Feminisms by the use of the several feministic studies 
and theories. Freedman is introducing three main groups of Feminism; Liberal Feminism - i.e. 
campaigning equal rights for women within the frame of the liberal state - Marxist and Socialist 
Feminism - i.e. links gender inequality and women’s oppression to the Capitalist system and the 
division of labour - and Radical Feminism - i.e. see men’s domination as the result of patriarchy 
(Freedman 2001, p.5).	
10.1.2  The Equal ity-Differences Debate 
Essential to the classification of Feminism is that Freedman argues for is the discussion of equality or 
differences, often referred to as “the Equality-Difference Debate” in feminist writings. The Equality-
Difference Debate often revolves around subjects such as biological differences, sexual differences, 
social differences, the definition of gender, and morality (Freedman 2001, chap.1). Within the 
biological differences, a debate one cannot avoid is the discussion of maternity, and thus the different 
capacities of the female and male body. Moving over to the sexual differences, the argument of 
feminist is that women’s inferiority and secondary status in society is caused by the assumption of 
natural sexual differences (Freedman 2001, p.10). A significant discussion, within the Equality-
Difference Debate, is the discussion of social differences. Some argue that women and men are equal 
but different, to which Freedman states that it seems to be impossible to differentiate without making 
some kind of hierarchy, and thus the differentiation contains negative connotation (Freedman 2001, 
p.11). Another discussion is the, discussion of gender. It is important here to note the differences 
between the term “Gender” and the term “Sex”. As gender is a term used in relation to identity and sex 
in regards to the biological definition of one’s physical appearance, accordingly Femininity and 
Masculinity, which will be elaborated later on in this dissertation. As Simone de Beauvoir defines it: 
“[…] one is not born a woman: one becomes one” (Freedman 2001, p.13,14 Simone de Beauvoir - Le 
Deuxiéme sexe 1949). Lastly is the discussion in regards to morality, which is concerned with the 
claim that women have a different sense of morality than men – i.e. women’s morality revolves around 
relations and the ethics of care, whereas men’s sense of morality depends on the notice of justice 
(Freedman 2001, p.19). An importance to this thesis is the discussion of gender, as gender in the 21st 
Century no longer can be defined as women and man, but by the sexual an erotic identity of the 
individual - i.e. homosexual, pansexual, transsexual, heterosexual etc.	
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10.1.3  The Issues of  Sexual ity  and Power 
Within Feminism, the issue of sexuality and power lies in politics. However, the main interest for 
feminists within the latter mentioned issue is the desire for women to have control over their own 
bodies, and thus appreciating their sexuality as desired. At this stance there has since the “Second-
wave” been made progress on the particular matter of safer contraception and abortion, and within this 
one could argue that the desire for women to have control over their own bodies have been achieved, to 
a certain degree (Freedman 2001, p.59). Some feminist would argue that an essential part of men’s 
domination is through sexuality, and women’s lack of control over their bodies and sexuality. A 
feminist who argues that it is solely the sexuality of men, which is influencing the domination of 
women, is Catherine Mackinnon, who argues that “Gender, as socially constructed embodies it” – “it” 
understood as sexuality in a form of power (Freedman 2001, p.60 Mackinnon 1982: 533). Thus, the 
issue of men’s domination, in regards to sexuality and power, have been discussed in regards to 
sexuality, primarily heterosexuality and lesbianism. Arguing that the dominant part of feminists 
consists of women, there is primarily being taking a stance in regards to lesbianism and not 
homosexuality as for both genders. Thereby one could argue that women are being the dominant sex, in 
regards to sexuality and power within the book of Freedman (2001). Within the discussion of 
heterosexuality, there are countless debates. The idea that many feminists are arguing against is the 
impression that heterosexuality is a naturally occurring practice and thus is the logical sexuality for 
both women and men. However, others, such as Mackinnon, argue that sexuality is socially constructed 
and accordingly should rather be the matter of individual choice (Freedman 2001, p.60). It is important 
to stress the fact that only some feminists see the questioned matter of sexuality and power as a part of 
women liberation of male domination.   
Another matter regarding sexuality and power is the matter of pornography, to which some feminist see 
as male domination and superiority, - to a certain degree. Feminist such as Mackinnon see pornography 
as a key part of male domination, in correlation with sexual violence and rape. As the feminist, Robin 
Morgan argues: “Pornography is the theory and rape is the practice” (Freedman 2001, p.64 Morgan 
1980: 139). Arguing for three matters of importance in relation to the latter mentioned, which are first 
the encouragement of sexual violence and rape, second the humiliation of women itself being a form of 
sexual violence, and thirdly that hurt, and in addition economically and sexually subjugated.  This 
comes from the idea that men are dominate to women because they have a penis, and again referring to 
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Mackinnon, that men’s domination of women is socially constructed (Freedman 2001, p.65). However, 
some of the feministic arguments against heterosexual pornography seem rather vague as the 
arguments often encompasses understanding of lesbian pornography, where it is arguable that it is then 
contradictory.    
One of the key problems of the issue of sexuality and power is the discussion of motherhood and 
reproduction. Here, some feminist argue that the idea of motherhood is socially constructed by men in 
order for women to mother their offspring and that reproduction only is possible by the use of male 
sperm, thus man are superior. Some feminists believe that women can be freed from male domination 
through reproductive technologies. As Shulamith Firestone argues that women’s liberation is “[…] a 
struggle to break free from oppressive power structures set up by nature and reinforced by man” 
(Freedman 2001, p.69 Firestone 1979: 23). However, it is important to stress the fact that some feminist 
do have uttered a positive side to motherhood. They argue that motherhood and reproduction is a 
pleasurable and thus empowering capability for women, which empowers women and makes them 
dominate to men (Freedman 2001, p.71). Stressing the fact that it, in the Western World, is socially 
accepted that it is women who mothers children, accordingly women are mothering men.	
10.1.4  The Issues of  Ethnic ity  and Identity  
As mentioned earlier Freedman (2001) argues, the headline of the book should have been “Feminisms”. 
This is elaborated further in Chapter 5 “Ethnicity and Identity: The Problem of Essentialism and the 
Postmodern Challenge”. She argues that the female search for communality between women has led 
some to create a feminist model from own personal experience. In that case creates a sense of narrow-
mindedness, because it revolves around the dominant generalization of women - i.e. white, middle-
class women - and thus leaving out many differences amongst women, such as race, ethnicity and class 
and hence ignoring the conditions of colonialism (Freedman 2001, p.76).  Moreover, Feminism has 
been accused of cantering feminist arguments on women in the Western World - hence leaving out 
Third World Countries and believing that Feminism arouse in North America and Europe leaving any 
other indications of Feminism as copies of the latter, thus being part of Euro-centrism. Keeping in mind 
that not all feminists are of this belief (Freedman 2001, p.81).    
Over time, black and Third World Country feminists have required white feminists to rethink their 
theories and thus creating a feministic thought, hence including and accepting the differences between 
women. In that way it is possible to rethink the idea of women as a united group alike (Freedman 2001, 
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p.86). This is a core part of the change of Feminism over time, and has undoubtedly played an immense 
role in the way Feminism is seen in the 21st Century.  
Through history, poststructuralist and postmodern Feminism have occurred, which up to millennium 
and further have argued against the general theories and ideologies of former feminists, thus being 
more open to the idea of differences between women. However, this have led to an abandonment of 
“Women” as a group and thus created a vague collective feminist identity (Freedman 2001, p.91).  
Though the former ideology of Feminism, as Freedman argues, has been disregarded, does not mean 
that women cannot fight in female struggles collectively. She argues that all necessary for a collective 
identity and ideology is the maintenance of the ideology so it does not become fixed or unchanged 
(Freedman 2001, p.92).	
10.2  21ST CENTURY FEMINISM IN THE WESTERN WORLD 
Just as Freedman, Kristin J Anderson and Emily Hill also argue that there has been a change in the 
feminist thought within the 21st Century; however, Anderson and Hill are disagreeing on how and to 
what degree. Many argue that Feminism is outdated and no longer exist because the feminist goals 
have been achieved. Anderson argues that that Feminism is as necessary as ever in the 21st Century 
(Anderson 2014) whereas Hill argues that Feminism is ‘dead’ (Hill 2015).	
10.2.1  Modern Misogyny 
The book Modern Misogyny: Anti-Feminism in a Post-Feminist Era By Kristin J. Anderson displays 
that modern misogyny is the 21st Century anti-feminist ideology. Andersen’s theory is based on the fact 
that the post-feminist paradigm believes that the feminist have won their battle, and thus gained 
empowerment and infinite choice, which have become tantamount for acquiring being sexy and power 
(Anderson 2014, p.5). Moreover, it is explained that Modern Misogyny is harmful because it 
discourages the very idea that Feminism stood for - i.e. collective actions in favour of the individual. 
Modern misogyny creates more problems than it solves, issues like sexual harassment becomes a 
problem for the individual and this is neglected as an issue of inequality. Accordingly, it is argued by 
Anderson that these structural issues where solved by Feminism and thus it is your fault as an 
individual (Anderson 2014, p.xi). Moreover, Modern misogyny is based on the idea that not only is 
Feminism outdated, but the feministic era have created so good conditions for women that they now 
see the men as being the discriminated gender. Through her book, Anderson displays through thorough 
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investigation and research the problems of Modern Misogyny.  The book demonstrates how Modern 
Misogyny’s illuminating manifestation is harder to see than over sexism (Anderson 2014, p.xiii).   
It is argued that modern misogyny has two main myths: Firstly, that feminist are man-haters (Anderson 
2014, chap.2), secondly that there is a boy or man crisis (Anderson 2014, chap.3). Demonstrated by 
Anderson traditional feminine woman are more likely to dislike Masculinity than feminists themselves. 
Secondly, validating those women who in the 21st Century, still are disadvantaged compared to men 
dismantles the myth of boy/man crisis (Anderson 2014, chap.2, 3).  	
Anderson argues that the prejudice and discrimination in regards to gender is contemporary, and claims 
that equality has not been achieved. By these arguments, she tries, throughout the book, to demonstrate 
the necessity of a continuing the feminist movement. There is found contemporary Anti-Feminism and 
sexism within arenas such as politics, prisons, schools and popular culture, which leads Anderson to 
conclude that, the pre-feminist era achieved, to some extent, their goal/-s, Feminism is still necessary in 
the 21st Century. She acknowledges that women’s circumstances have changed for the better within the 
last 40 years. However, this doesn’t mean that it is the optimal situation yet (Anderson 2014, p.xvi). 
Anderson argues that the change that happened was based on a change within sexist manifestations. It 
no longer means shutting women out or excluding women, it means giving women opportunities, but 
only narrow opportunities or choices making sure to maintain male domination. Anderson claims that 
Modern Misogyny is in need of a rival, and thus encourages a contemporary feminist movement.	
Through Anderson studies, it is not only seen that Feminism is necessary in the 21st Century, but it also 
displays that Feminism still exists as an ideology amongst women. Women, like Anderson, are still 
fighting for equality amongst men and women, between all genders in general, and thus leading to 
better circumstances for all.	
10.2.1.1  The Third Wave 
At mentioned earlier when talking about Feminism, two waves are referred to. However, some 
feminists argue that the contemporary post-feminist era is the third wave of Feminism, also referred to 
as the anti-feminist era. Important to note here is that, some feminist does not refer to the post-feminist 
era and the third wave as having any connection.  It is argued that third wave Feminism is structured 
around a more diverse, inclusive, and integrated movement. The goal of the movement is to expand 
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their approach through activism and social change using social media and feminist sub-cultures 
(Anderson 2014, p.2).	
It is argued that the third waves’ standpoints are very similar to those of the second wave. The focus 
point of the third wave is the inclusion of gender, race, class, sexual orientation, and disability, whereas 
the focus point of the second wave where, as mentioned earlier, equality for women within the areas of 
sexuality, family and work. The third wave is connection between the second wave and the post-
feminist era. It creates a somewhat solution, to what Anderson was looking for – a rival to Modern 
Misogyny (Anderson 2014, p.3).	
10.2.2  The Death of  Feminism? 
“[…] Feminism is dead, and the triviality of the fights feminists pick is the surest proof of its demise. 
What started as a genuine crusade against genuine prejudice has become a form of pointless attention-
seeking” (Hill 2015). 	
Hills critique towards the post-modern era of Feminism is clear. She sees todays’ feminist, as arguing 
his or her case with little to no relation to basic feministic though. Growing up with Margaret Thatcher 
as a role model, Hill argues that the basic ideals of Feminism have gone away and thus leaves 
Feminism ‘dead’. She argues that Feminism, have turned into something where women no longer stand 
together and fight for a common cause, but that women are also questioning women, in regards to 
subjects such as bikini waxing, high-heeled shoes, and the way of self-presentation. To some extend it 
could be argued here, that what Hill sees women questioning today is other women’s use of Erotic 
Capital (Hill 2015, p.1). Hill sees the use of make-up, high heels and the use of good looks as women’s 
legitimate way of self-presentation, and ‘weapons’ to use in society. So to say Erotic Capital being 
women’s dominant Capital and thus should use it to their best advantage. Whereas, hill argues, that 
instead of using Erotic Capital to their advantage, 21st Century feminist illustrates it as a bad thing – 
causing predicaments for women.   
Hill argues firstly on the ground of education. She upholds her arguments through data, such as the fact 
that more women graduate university, that in 2014 55 per cent of medicine and dentistry students 
where women, and 62 per cent of law students. She argues that men may dominate businesses today, 
but as she argues, following the educational proofs within years it will be feminized (Hill 2015, p.1). 
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Also the work atmosphere is changing around the Western World, for example France have set the 
example by passing a law that requires two in five board members in public companies are to be 
women. Hill argues that feminists of the third wave victimize themselves, thus causing an insuperable 
patriarchy. Women in the second wave of Feminism, where fighting a fight, being worriers – fighting 
for a cause they believed in. Hill displays how todays’ feminists have become a vague replica of non-
feminist feminists. They stress the issues, their cause of concern, but they do not put up a fight.   	
Todays’ feminists seem to be questioning the use of Erotic Capital as a cause of concern within the 
Western World in the 21st Century. As it seems, todays feminist, are blaming the use of Erotic Capital 
on the male domination, and thus it is very critical towards Erotic Capital. However, as Hill argue, the 
self-victimization causes that the male domination co-exists with the idea of societal change. The 
reason for this, being that instead of fighting the fight and being the change they want to see in the 
world, feminist today only act as victims, who already lost the fight.	
10.2.3  21st Century Feminism 
It is clear from both arguments that there has been a change in Feminism. Taken from the stance of 
both Anderson and Hill, it is arguable that Feminism in the 21st Century is the end of the feministic era. 
Both argue that Feminism have changed, and to some degree to the same extent. Both agree on the lack 
of ‘real’ feministic will power, and that this is what is needed in the 21st Century. Arguing that we need 
the will power of the second wave in the third wave. However, what they do not agree on is revolving 
the more specific topics of how feminist act and Feminism is portrayed. Anderson sees the problem of 
the post-feminist era as the individualization of women and Modern Misogyny, where the solution, as 
Anderson sees fit, is a feminist rival with the will power of second wave Feminism. In Contrast, Hill 
sees the problem of the post-feminist era as the third wave feminists, victimizing themselves and thus 
creating a situation of male domination, for example in regards to sexism or Erotic Capital. Though 
Hill concludes that because of the way third wave feminist act and argue, it is not Feminism and thus 
Feminism has ended. She still argues that, if so-called feminists of the 21st Century gained as much will 
power as feminists of the second wave, it would thus not be the end of Feminism.	
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11  CRITICISM OF CATHERINE HAKIM AND HER THEORY OF EROTIC 
CAPITAL 
In order to shed critical light upon the theory of Erotic Capital by Hakim, (2012) the view point of 
Adam Isaiah Green will be used in this critical analysis of Hakim’s theory. After the book “Honey 
Money – why attractiveness is key to success” came out in 2012, Adam Green wrote a critical article of 
the said on 2013 called “‘Erotic Capital’ and the power of desirability: Why ‘honey money’ is a bad 
collective strategy for remedying gender inequality” (2013). The criticism of Green lays upon the pre-
dated work of his own on the given subject, which arguably also makes him a subjective, but liable, 
source of criticism. Firstly, Green criticises Hakims from the viewpoint of older literature regarding 
gender and sexuality studies, as he argues her theory departs from all previous work on the subject. 
Secondly, he argues that the theory of Erotic Capital is trivial and contradictory because of the collision 
of Hakim’s personal assets to one singular resource. This will be elaborated further in the coming 
sections.	
11.1   SEX AND GENDER 
As mentioned in the latter, the primary part of Greens criticism lies upon the diversion between the 
studies made upon sexuality as well as gender and the theory of Erotic Capital. Green starts out 
referring to Simone de Beauvoir, who was one of the first to shed light upon and thus preventing what 
Green refers to as ‘Women’s history’ (Green, 2013, p. 3). She did so by suggesting that the bond of 
heterosexuality was what isolated women from one another. As earlier mentioned in the chapter of 
Feminism, Simone de Beauvoir has through her life had a great influence and attitude towards the 
subject of gender and sexuality. Furthermore, Green relates his criticism to the ‘waves’ of Feminism, 
which arose after de Beauvoir, started her work. He does so as through some of the debate points of 
these ‘waves’ – i.e. relationships of gender, sexuality, race, and power (Green, 2013, p. 4). In her book, 
Hakim argues that some kinds of Feminisms are in opposition to her theory, as Feminism sees the 
equality of gender as well as sexuality and the dominance of the male sex as something erroneous. 
Additionally, Green argues that because of the amount of studies made by feminists and on behalf of 
Feminism, these have a higher liability than Hakim’s theory of Erotic Capital.	
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Not only does Green argue from the studies of Feminism, but also from the studies of sociology and 
psychology. Here, he points out how studies of the latter have pointed out problematic dimensions 
when it comes to the discussion of the relationship of power to gender and sexuality – e.g. “The 
observation that women’s sexual desirability to men accrues unequally across women, and is 
embedded in structures of race and class, to say nothing of age” (Green, 2013, p. 5 Collins, 2004; 
England and McClintock, 2009; Fahs, 2011; Farrer, 2010; Lovejoy, 2001). Thus arguing that women 
are the ones internalizing the male standards of physical beauty and sexual appeal. In his opinion, this 
may be used for the women’s own worth though having multiple negative consequences – e.g. 
diminished self-esteem, sexual permissiveness and a high propensity for high-risk sexual activity 
amongst others (Green, 2013, p. 5) - for those who fail to do so.	
Moreover, he argues that these consequences may lead to cycles of unhealthy lifestyle – e.g. unhealthy 
dieting, eating disorders, and surgical procedures (Green, 2013, p. 5) – in order for the women to 
remedy their inadequacy. However, it is important to note that Green argues that because of the latter 
mentioned women’s attractiveness is key in society and hence is an empowerment for the female sex. 
However, because of the way it is perceived by women, the idea of female inequality to men has 
become a key thought in regards to women and Feminism (Green, 2013, p. 5). In this context, Green 
argues that Hakim’s theory of Erotic Capital (2012) and any other cultural sentiment that tries to equate 
women’s power with sexual desirability can be misunderstood in connection to whether one is 
extending the idea or disavows from it (Green, 2013, p. 6).	
11.2   THE MALE SEX DEFICIT 
In addition, Green criticises Hakim’s theory of Erotic Capital in regards to the ‘male sex deficit’. He 
starts by pointing out Hakim’s six (seven) elements of Erotic Capital – i.e. ‘‘beauty’’ (2012, p. 11), 
‘‘sex appeal’’ (2012, p. 11), ‘‘social skills’’, including ‘‘grace and charm’’ (2012, p. 12), ‘‘liveliness’’ 
(2012, p. 12), ‘‘social presentation’’ (2012, p. 12), and finally, ”sexual skill” (2012, p. 13). He does this 
in order for him to demonstrate how the six (seven) elements both derive from nature – i.e. the innate 
or hereditary characteristics as an influence on or cause of personality – e.g. Beauty or social 
presentation within the six (seven) elements of Erotic Capital - and others from nurture – i.e. the 
upbringing, education, and environment, compared to inborn characteristics as an influence on or 
determinant of personality – e.g. Charm, or liveliness within the six (seven) elements of Erotic Capital 
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(Hakim, 2012, p. 11). Green argues here that, of course, the theory so far is liable, however because 
Hakim (2012) argues that Erotic Capital nevertheless is meritoriously achievable if one is invested to 
achieving it, which makes it unliable. Within Green’s arguments, it is notable that because both nature 
and nurture is influencing the theory of Erotic Capital, it is not possible for one the achieve Erotic 
Capital meritoriously as not everyone has innate characteristics in order for one to achieve Erotic 
Capital – as Hakim describes it (Green, 2013, p. 6).	
Furthermore, he points out how Hakim argues that Erotic Capital is important in today’s society 
because of socioeconomic effects such as height, body-mass index or beauty (Green, 2013, p. 6; 
Hakim, 2011). Moreover Hakim (2012) argues that those with Erotic Capital experience a world much 
friendlier than of those without. In this regard Green (2013) does not disregard this statement of Hakim 
- however, he highly disagrees with it. Because of the fact that Erotic Capital have always played a role 
in society and culture, he argues that the account of rising rates of divorce and the success of 
monogamous relationships should indicate that the social and cultural status of Erotic Capital plays a 
big role, which it should not (Green, 2013, p. 7). Taking this in regards to the male sex deficit of Erotic 
Capital, Green argues that Hakim uses the fact that even though Erotic Capital is as useful to men as to 
women – except for the fact of the male sex deficit – men have a stronger sex-drive than women, and 
are thus more susceptible to visual incentives than women are. He opposes by arguing that “This 
‘‘permanent sex famine’’ (Hakim, 2011: 48), in turn, provides women with a very special advantage 
over men—her ‘‘trump card’’”(Green, 2013, p. 7).	
Additionally he argues that Hakim’s statements are misconceiving as she both displays statistics that 
display the construction of sexuality as the differences between sexual desire and in addition she argues 
that women are trapped in this “Good girl/bad girl - Madonna/whore” dichotomy, which she argues is 
likely to underreport women’s sexual desire (Green, 2013, p. 8).  However, within this Green point out 
that Hakim lacks key information on this point as she fails to mention how “The western cultural 
construction of Masculinity is anchored to the notion that males are naturally more sexual than 
females and are constantly on the prowl in search of the next sexual conquest” (Green, 2013, p. 8). 
Greens argument in the regard of the male sex deficit key point is the theory of Erotic Capital is 
contradicting itself on the level of whether or not men or women are the more dominant gender when it 
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comes to sexual attraction – i.e. one cannot definitively measure the sex differences. Thus, he criticizes 
how Hakim proceeds to examine the male sex deficit as a social fact (Green, 2013, p. 8).  	
11.3  TRIVIALITY AND CONTRADICTORY 
The key point in Green’s criticism of Hakims theory is that it is too trivial and contradictory. He argues 
that the theory is to broad. The broadness of the theory makes the theory trivial on one hand but on the 
other, being contradictory. He calls upon an argument of Hakim, where he further elaborates his 
subjective understanding of her argument:	
“People who have any kind of personal appeal—be it a beautiful face, a sexy body, a pleasing 
personality, good style, or strong interpersonal skills—are treated better than those who do not. Men 
assign greater value than women to erotic Capital. Hence, as a policy implication, women should use 
this gendered distinction to their advantage, and work to become more physically and socially 
attractive in order to gain the admiration of men and, in turn, socioeconomic mobility” (Green, 2013, 
p. 11).	
 He argues that the conceptualizing of Erotic Capital produces very little analytic value because of its 
generality. To this is his argument of triviality lies upon the fact that Hakim argues, to the least, 
presented by the theory that personally appealing individuals are viewed more positively than those 
who are not, which is the cause of thy some might perform better in interactional arenas. He argues that 
this claim of Hakim is more of a cliché than and insight on the subject (Green, 2013, p. 12). 
Additionally, he questions the said formulation of Erotic Capital as it leads to conclude that:	
“(1) because women value erotic Capital less than men, they are less interested than men in the sex 
appeal of their partners, […] (2) because men value erotic Capital more than women, they value not 
just a woman’s appearance and sex appeal but, equally, her personality and social skills” (Green, 
2013, p. 12).	
Here, Green argues the formulation of several elements are gathered together to such an extent, which 
provides Hakim with nothing but perplexing propositions.  In this regard, he buttresses his argument by 
referring to the lack of empirical data used by Hakim in her theory of Erotic Capital.	
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11.4  EROTIC CAPITAL:  A  VALID THEORY? 
Green’s criticism of Hakim lies upon how he suggest that the theory needs renewed attention both 
because of the international reach of her theory but also because of how it reflects a cultural sentiment 
regarding women’s sexuality and power. His key argument to this is that the theory of Erotic Capital is 
overstretched, internally inconsistent and a-sociological. This argument lies upon the fact that the way 
she present the structures of race, class, and age facilitate the access of resources for women is to trivial 
and contradictory.	
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12 INTERVIEW 
The group decided to do an interview as the empirical data of this dissertation. The purpose of it was to 
discover whether the awareness of the usage of Erotic Capital occurs in everyday life and whether it 
does contribute to achieving success in the work field. The group chose to focus on high educated 
individuals of different cultural origins and in combination with their origin uncover the various 
inducements – i.e. culture, on the Erotic Capital. Interviewee’s high position helped to uncover whether 
Erotic Capital influences the carrier achievements or interfere with it in any way. The Interview consist 
of eight questions and a short resume of the concept Erotic Capital. The questions are mostly 
formulated in a way to be elaborated on however; the interview contains ‘yes/no’ answers as well.	
12.1    QUALITATIVE RESEARCH TECHNIQUE -  STRUCTURED INTERVIEW 
Within this dissertation, the group chose to focus on Qualitative Research Technique, which 
contributes to see social relations played out in an everyday life situation - in this case, in a work 
environment. Our group wanted to investigate whether there is a conceptual awareness of Erotic 
Capital and the potential usage of it, due to greater achievement in the everyday life of the individual. 
Moreover, with a focus on individuals of different cultural origin, the goal was to discover the varieties 
of Erotic Capital with a cultural aspect. Our group made a general prediction that Erotic Capital 
contributes to achieving success in one’s everyday life and that it is used in everyday life situations, as 
the theoretical background of the whole project. The book “Honey Money- Why attractiveness is the 
key to success” by Katherine Hakim -, consists of this assumption.	
The investigations made in this project lie in the Qualitative Research Method, however the technique 
is a mixture of a structured interview and a questionnaire.	
Originally, the idea was to make an interview with chosen individuals of high spheres to collect the 
empirical data. However, due to different reasons, a face-to-face interview was not possible, therefore 
our group made the decision of using the Structured Interview within the qualitative dimension. 
Additionally, a set of interview questions were made, which would provide reflections upon the issue 
of Erotic Capital, the awareness of it and its usage in everyday life of the interviewees.	
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Our group developed an interview schedule and emailed it to four people who represent several fields 
of high education spheres, and who might have experienced the usage of Erotic Capital they or have 
seen its effects in their everyday life.	
Due to the fact that the answers were partly in form of a questionnaire, meaning that the network of 
actions, which is of high significance to the interview - was not obtainable during the interview. 
Therefore, the group had to consider the interviewees discourses of experiences that were 
unconsciously described in the interview using the Discourse Analysis.	
12.2  DISCOURSE ANALYSIS APPLIED 
In order to understand the interviews, we will investigate the interviews as a form of social expression 
in regards to Erotic Capital. Hereby we will focus on the communicated linguistics and the construction 
of the interview. The analysis will be used as a tool to investigate the liability and credibility of Erotic 
Capital and it will help collecting the most constructive and practical data from the interviews. The 
answers given by the interviewees will be evaluated in regards to their discourse and hence creating 
ideas of Erotic Capital in regards to Cultural Differences, Gender, and Feminism.	
 
12.2.1  Analysis  Men 
The Discourse Analysis of the interviews is divided by gender. The first part of the analysis is the 
Discourse Analysis of the male answers. Primarily, the theoretical part of the Discourse Analysis will 
consist of an analysis of the answers given by the male interviewees. Hereafter, there will be a greater 
discussion of the theoretical analysis of the interviews wherein the answers will be examined in regards 
to the theory of Erotic Capital. Moreover, the differences of the two interviews will be studied 
thoroughly to validate the credibility of Erotic Capital in the everyday life of highly educated 
individuals of different cultural origin.  	
12.2.1.1  Interviewee Number One 
The first interviewee, referred to as interviewee number one, is a male in the mid 40’s, educated with a 
master’s degree and works at a university. It was expected that he would answer in the regards to his 
educational level as well as personal experiences with Erotic Capital. Within his answers of the 
Qualitative Method Interview, it is found that the Nodal Point (Jan Sørensen 2011, p.1) is “Sexual 
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Deficit” which is the main focus that follows within all his answers. Further to that, a Chain of 
Equivalence is found, containing the words and sentences “men want sex more than women”, “unequal 
power relation”, “prostitution”, “powerful position”, “legal restrictions”, “social sanctions”,  and 
“sexuality” (Appendix 16.1.1.1). Moreover, the Chain of Equivalence creates a Chain of Difference 
(Jan Sørensen 2011, p.1). Here the words from the Chain of Equivalence (Jan Sørensen 2011, p.1) can 
be divided within the themes “Social” and “Sexual”. The words and sentences “unequal power 
relation”, “powerful position”, “legal restrictions”, and “social sanctions” are connected to the theme 
“Social”. In addition to the opposite theme “Sexual”, the words and sentences connected here are “men 
want sex more than women”, “prostitution”, and “sexuality” (Appendix 16.1.1.1). Within interviewee 
number one's answers there is created a form of discourse, which is an Inner-Outer-Discourse. In this 
specific case the Inner-Outer-Discourse is created as there is created a certain deviation between the 
societal notions and the gender specific notions in the text. It thus have a medium to Deep Layer of 
Discourse as it is rooted deep in the attitude of interviewee, however important to mention is that he 
primarily relies on the pre-given information of Erotic Capital.	
12.2.1.2  Interviewee Number Two 
The second interviewee, who will be referred to as interviewee number two, is a male in the mid 30’s, 
educated with a master’s degree and is furthering with a PhD presently coherent with teaching at a 
university – it was expected that he would answer in the context of his educational level as well as 
personal experiences with Erotic Capital. Within his answers of the Qualitative Method Interview it is 
found that the Nodal Point (Jan Sørensen 2011, p.1) is “physical social representation in everyday 
discourses” (Appendix 16.1.1.2), which is the main theme within his answers. Further, a Chain of 
Equivalence is found, containing the words and sentences “Italian stallion”, “it was never necessary 
and I never felt compelled to satisfy people’s expectations”, “I don’t even know if I really know how to 
use it”, “I have used certain categories even if they did not fit with my actual personality”, “to ride on 
the pre-given package”, and “display a different yet more natural personality” (Appendix 16.1.1.2). 
Moreover, the Chain of Equivalence creates a Chain of Difference (Jan Sørensen 2011, p.1). Here, the 
words from the Chain of Equivalence (Jan Sørensen 2011, p.1) can be divided within the themes “Own 
understanding of social representation” and “Others understanding of social representation”. The words 
and sentences “it was never necessary and I never felt compelled to satisfy people’s expectations”,  “I 
don’t even know if I really know how to use it”, and “display a different yet more natural personality” 
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are connected to the theme “Own understanding of social representation”. On the opposite theme 
“Others understanding of social representation” the words and sentences connected here are “Italian 
stallion”, “I have used certain categories even if they did not fit with my actual personality”, and “to 
ride on the pre-given package” (Appendix 16.1.1.2). Within the answers of interviewee number two, 
there is created an Inner-Outer-Discourse. In this specific case, the Inner-Outer-Discourse is created as 
there is created a certain deviation between the societal notions of Erotic Capital in the text – i.e. inner 
being “acceptance of Erotic Capital” and outer being “un-acceptance of Erotic Capital”. It thus have a 
Medium to Deep Layer of Discourse as it is rooted deep in the attitude of interviewee number two. The 
Medium Discourse is connected to the reliance of Erotic Capital and social representation in everyday 
discourses, whereas the Deep Form of the Discourse is connected to himself as being a part of the 
social representation in everyday discourses.	
12.2.1.3  Discussion 
Within the first two answer of the Qualitative Method Interview, it is notable that the answers of the 
male subjects are different. This is seen as interviewee number one is relying only on the theory of 
Hakim, thus does not self-reflect upon the theory, which concludes no notable personal discourse – i.e. 
an objective answer in regards to the academic foundations of the theory Erotic Capital.  On the other 
hand, interviewee number two is to some degree quite the opposite. Relying on the theory of Hakim, 
though having a strong personal discourse and self-reflectiveness present in the given answers.  	
It is clear, when going in to depth, the discourse of interviewee number one’s and the answers given, 
are not self-reflective and thus could be perceived as only reflecting solely upon the discourse of 
Hakim and her theory of Erotic Capital - e.g. seen in question one “How do you experience Erotic 
Capital in today’s society?” the interviewee answers solely in regards to Hakim: “in terms of Hakim’s 
claim that a sexual deficit exists between men and women, then prostitution  […] as other forms of 
sexual commerce are obvious examples” (Appendix 16.1.1.1). Further seen in this particular answer, is 
the fact that he only refers to obvious examples in regards to the provided information about the theory 
of Erotic Capital given to the interviewees (Appendix 16.1.1.1). However, it is to be presumed that the 
questions where to lead up to a personal- and perhaps even a critical reflectiveness of the theory behind 
Erotic Capital. However, this is not the case. The lack of self-reflectiveness in the answers of 
interviewee number one, could be postulated to be on the background of uncomfortableness in regards 
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to the questions and subject at hand. This is arguable on the basis that both question five – i.e. “Do you 
see Erotic Capital as having had an influence both in and outside of you career?” – And question six – 
i.e. “Have you found it necessary to use erotic Capital in and outside of your career?” – are answered 
with a simple “no” (Appendix 16.1.1.1). Both are clearly very personal question, and therefore it is 
notable that these particular questions are the only ones that are not answered thoroughly.  Even 
though, that within the information given to the interviewees (Appendix 16.1.1.1), they were told to 
write “No Comments” if one did not want to answer. Moreover, the discourse of interviewee number 
two’s answers are evidently self-reflective and considerate of Erotic Capital – e.g. seen in the answer of 
question 6 “Have you found it necessary to use erotic Capital in and outside of your career?”, where 
he answers “[…] I have noticed differences in the attitude of those around you when you use/not-use 
it” (Appendix 16.1.1.2). In this answer, there is use of both “I” and “It”: Respectively the “I” being 
self-reflective and the “It” being the consideration of Erotic Capital. Furthermore, it is interesting to 
note how he draws upon social and Cultural Differences between Denmark and Italy, and thus appeals 
to the cultural differences of Erotic Capital. As he notes, in Denmark he was generalized in regards to 
his roots - or as he notes himself “In Denmark, my pre-given erotic Capital had worked together with a 
modicum of exoticism and stereotyping” (Appendix 16.1.1.3). It could be presumed that due to his 
acknowledgement of his own Erotic Capital, he has chosen not to answer question 7 and 8 - both 
questions related to not personal experience but personal opinions. This could show a lack of opinion in 
regards to these particular subjects, as his other answers are very personally reflective.	
In terms of being reflective, both male interviewees, respectively, are reflective upon the theory of 
Erotic Capital, however in very different ways. This will be elaborated further on in the final discussion 
of the interview analysis.	
12.2.2  Analysis  Women 
As the analysis is divided by gender, the next part will consist of an analysis of the female Qualitative 
Research Methods Interview answers. This part will be structured as the male part of the analysis.  
Firstly, there will be a theoretical part of the Discourse Analysis upon the answers of the female 
interviewees in regards to the questions of Erotic Capital. Secondly, there will be a discussion of the 
two analyses, which will revolve around the differences in the female answers. These two things will 
be done in order to validate the credibility of Erotic Capital.	
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12.2.2.1  Interviewee Number Three 
The third interviewee, referred to as interviewee number three, is a female in her mid-30s, educated 
with a master’s degree and works at a university. It was expected that she would answer in the regards 
to her educational level as well as personal experiences with Erotic Capital. Within her answers of the 
Qualitative Method Interview it is found that the Nodal Point (Jan Sørensen 2011, p.1) is “self-
conception” (Appendix 16.1.2.1), which is the main theme within the coherency of all her answers. 
Furthermore, there is found a Chain of Equivalence, containing the words and sentences “it is one of 
the aspects of each individual”, I” perceive it as a very individual feature and asset”, “I see some 
differences in details, not in a big  picture”,” it is one of the constants that dictates others’ perception 
of me”, “I don’t find it necessary, but I find it impossible not to”, and “I am aware of it, yes. Hopefully, 
I am not using it in a manipulative sense” (Appendix 16.1.2.1). Moreover, the Chain of Equivalence 
creates a Chain of Difference (Jan Sørensen 2011, p.1). Here the words from the Chain of Equivalence 
(Jan Sørensen 2011, p.1) can be divided within the themes “I” and “Individual”, where the words and 
sentences “it is one of the constants that dictates others’ perception of me”, “I don’t find it necessary, 
but I find it impossible not to”, and “I am aware of it, yes. Hopefully, I am not using it in a 
manipulative sense” are connected to the theme “I”. On the opposite theme “Individual” the words and 
sentences connected here are “it is one of the aspects of each individual”, “I perceive it as a very 
individual feature and asset”, and “I see some differences in details, not in a big  picture” (Appendix 
16.1.2.1). Within interviewee number three’s answers, there is created a Form of Discourse, which is 
an Inner-Outer-Discourse. In the specific case, the Inner-Outer-Discourse is created as there is created a 
certain deviation between one’s own perception and others perception of the individual – i.e. inner 
being own perception of the individual and the other being others perception of an individual. It thus 
have a deep layer of discourse as it is rooted deep in the attitude of interviewee number three and in her 
as an individual because of her previous work regarding this topic.	
12.2.2.2  Interviewee Number Four 
The fourth and last interviewee, referred to as interviewee number four, is a female in the end of her 
40s, educated with a master’s degree, works as a researcher and as a lecturer at a university. It was 
expected that she would answer in the regard of her educational level as well as personal experiences 
with and attitudes towards Erotic Capital. Within her given answers of the Qualitative Method 
Interview it is found that the Nodal Point (Jan Sørensen 2011, p.1) is “Bullshit” (Appendix 16.1.2.2), 
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which is the main theme within the answers of interviewee number four. Further, a Chain of 
Equivalence is found, containing the words and sentences “Erotic Capital targets the individual”, 
“Whereas he is listened to and considered authoritative, she is merely pretty, at best, or weird, at 
worst. Listened to: are you kidding me?”, “Imagine how boring the life of the male suits would be 
without a woman to light up the fucking room”, “It's a no win situation”, “part of my own sad reality”, 
and “It seems to me that a lot of this is just bullshit. So take my words here with some grain of salt” 
(Appendix 16.1.2.2). Moreover, the Chain of Equivalence creates a Chain of Difference (Jan Sørensen 
2011, p.1). Here, the words from the Chain of Equivalence (Jan Sørensen 2011, p.1) can be divided 
within the themes “Personal” and “The Status Que”, where the words and sentences “It's a no win 
situation”, “It seems to me that a lot of this is just bullshit. So take my words here with some grain of 
salt” and “part of my own sad reality”” are connected to the theme “Personal”. On the opposite theme 
“The Status Que” the words and sentences connected here are Erotic Capital targets the individual”, 
“Imagine how boring the life of the male suits would be without a woman to light up the fucking 
room”, and “Whereas he is listened to and considered authoritative, she is merely pretty, at best, or 
weird, at worst. Listened to: are you kidding me?” (Appendix 16.1.2.2). Within the answer of 
interviewee number four there is created a Form of Discourse, which is an Up-Down-Discourse. In this 
specific case, the Up-Down-Discourse is created as there a certain deviation between the societal 
notions – i.e. up being the status quo or suits and the down being women. Thus, it has a Deep Layer of 
Discourse, as it is rooted deep in the attitude of interviewee number four and in her as an individual 
because of her personal experience, which creates a very loaded opinion towards Erotic Capital.	
12.2.2.3  Discussion 
Firstly, it is clear that there is a definite distinction in the answers of the two female interviewees. 
Interviewee number three is very positive and has occupied herself with the phenomena of Erotic 
Capital, and to this extent seems to be in agreement with Hakim and her theory. On the other hand, 
interviewee number four is, to say the least, very opposed and negative towards both Hakim and her 
theory, but also the premises behind the theory. This leads to two rather opposite reflections and 
answers of the questions. However, it is noticeable that both are very aware of the presence of Erotic 
Capital.	
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When going in to depth with interviewee number three, it is clear that she has a positive view upon the 
theory of Erotic Capital – e.g. in her unrequired introduction to her answer, written on her own 
initiative she states “I have studied psychoanalysis for several years and I am very dedicated to its core 
concepts, which is why the very idea of erotic Capital as a driving force is something most natural and 
implicit for me” (Appendix 16.1.2.1). This indicates that she is very dedicated and as earlier mentioned 
positively engaged in the theory of Erotic Capital. Moreover, it becomes apparent that she is 
academically knowledgeable but in the particular instance of the theoretical background of the theory – 
e.g. “the six elements you have mentioned in the description are all echoed, grounded in and reflected 
by what society presents and holds as a standard/ideal” (Appendix 16.1.2.1). Within the core of this 
quote, she is both generally academically reflective and shows abilities to include the theory in her 
answers. This substantiates her attitudes and answers in a self-aware fashion. However, it is noticeable 
that even though the answers are academically reflective, there is a lack of personal reflectiveness – i.e. 
there is no use of personal experiences, thus becoming personally distant. This is interesting in regards 
to the discourse of the given questions, as they intend for the interviewees to reflect personally. When 
taking interviewee number four into consideration, there is signs of the same kind of discourse in the 
answers however on a different level – i.e. interviewee number three shows academic knowledge in 
regards to the theory of Erotic Capital, whereas interviewee number four shows academic knowledge in 
regards to Bourdieu’s theory of Capitals. However, as mentioned before the layer of the discourse 
defers between the subjects – i.e. as interviewee number three is rooted deep in the theoretical 
discourse and interviewee number four relies on a deeper more personal discourse. As mentioned 
before interviewee number four is opposed by the theory, that is to say the least – e.g. in her unrequired 
conclusion of the questions she states, “It seems to me that a lot of this is just bullshit” (Appendix 
16.1.2.2). This is seen throughout all of her answers. However, it appears that she is academically 
knowledgeable in regards to the theory of Bourdieu and, to some extent, Erotic Capital – e.g. “But it 
may well be that I misunderstand what erotic Capital is, in the way Hakim takes her cue from 
Bourdieu” (Appendix 16.1.2.2). Hence, her personal view upon Erotic Capital is very dominant 
throughout the questionnaire. However, it is clear that the theory of which is dominant is her feministic 
point of view – e.g. in her answer to question three this remains very clear:	
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“The male suits in the room ask her, faking a tone of surprise, 'err, can you repeat that please, err, are 
you sure that you've calculated this properly?', err, well, yes, well, no, there's no objection, it's just 
that, err', well, we have to think about this, err, yeah sure, but you don't need to get aggressive, we can 
see that you're solid right, absolutely, but still, err…' etc. etc. As this dialogue discloses - and let me 
just say that this is not imagined, but rather - there's only one inference that the intelligent woman can 
make, and that is the following: she was not hired because she was smart and competent, and but 
because she was considered a nice thing to look at in a future meeting situation. Imagine how boring 
the life of the male suits would be without a woman to light up the fucking room (and yes, you're 
welcome to quote me ad literam)” (Appendix 16.1.2.2).	
This also emphasizes the point of her layer of deep personal discourse. Her provocative answers and 
wording implies her feministic point of view, as well as the opposition towards Hakim and Erotic 
Capital. Moreover, her provocative answers as a great use of aggressive linguistics implying passion in 
regards to her personal feministic point of view. Her very provocative answers create a sense of 
deviating arguments – e.g.:	
“those who demand erotic Capital favour superficiality and the surface. They do not favour the essence 
of humanity. Unless, of course, we talk about the way the Neoplatonist magicians and philosophers 
thought about the erotic Capital as something inherently essential, with the propensity to not only 
influence but also reconfigure the human essence” (Appendix 16.1.2.2).	
Here, the deviation is noticeable, as she previously have been relying on and arguing from her own 
personal point of view. However all of the sudden she brings in a new and different source of 
argumentation – i.e. changing the discourse of her arguments from a personal feministic experience to a 
broader philosophical discourse.	
It is very interesting to note the different dualistic standpoints of the female interviewees. This could be 
pure chance however; it provides interesting and useful insides to the idea of and towards Erotic 
Capital.	
12.2.3  Interviews Revised 
After thorough investigation an additional interview regarding Cultural Differences was conducted. 
This was done in order to shed light upon the interviewee’s cultural backgrounds. It was found relevant 
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to conduct empirical data, that not only revolves around the theories of Erotic Capital, Feminism, 
Masculinity, Femininity and Gender, but also Cultural Differences as this was one of the key points of 
the dissertation itself.    
As the revised interviews only consist of two questions it was decided that the interviews revised would 
be investigated from the view of the theory of Cultural Differences and not through a Discourse 
Analysis like the original Interviews.  As the revised interviews were conduct later than the original 
interviews, it meant that Interviewee number three did not answer the revised questions because of 
busyness. Moreover, the Interviews revised will not be divided in terms of gender, as this is not the 
focus of the Interviews Revised.	
12.2.3.1  Interviewee Number One 
Interviewee number one was born in England. His origin being England creates difficulties for him in 
order for him to answer the Interviews Revised. However, he points out how gender qualities is equal 
in regards to the law – e.g. “I think in England it is widely accepted that men and woman are equal in 
terms of the law” (Appendix 16.1.1.2).  Nevertheless, the intention of the questions was for the 
interviewees to point out Cultural Differences, but interviewee number one lacks this in his answers as 
he primarily states what the culture of England consist of in the regard of Erotic Capital and Gender. 
This can be explained as to the fact that the Cultural Differences between the counties Denmark and 
England are vague, as the cultures might seem to be the same – to some extent – or at least in regards to 
Erotic Capital and Gender differences. He does portray how women in the workplace tend to pay 
attention to self-presentation, however he does not connect this to a reason or a Cultural Difference 
between Denmark and England – e.g. “I think in England woman in the workplace do pay attention to 
the way they present themselves […] However it is hard to know the reason for this” (Appendix 
16.1.1.2).	
Lastly, even though he mentions how genders are locked upon equally in regards to the law. He ends 
up the Interview by stating that “it is the case that woman earn less than men for similar jobs and that 
they are still under-represented at the highest levels of society” (Appendix 16.1.1.2). Which clearly 
shows that even though men and women are locked upon the same way in regards to the law, there are 
still found gender inequalities in the culture of England. It is hereby arguable that because of the 
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inequality of genders in the English society and culture, this causes women to use more time and reflect 
more upon their self-presentation.	
12.2.3.2  Interviewee Number Two 
Interviewee number two was born in Italy. Within his answers of the interview revised, he constitutes 
that his country of origin appear to display discourses of Erotic Capital more frequently – e.g. “erotic 
Capital may appear, in general, more frequently in discourses among people” (Appendix 16.1.1.4). 
Hereby arguing that Erotic Capital is a more common discourse in the culture of Italy, compared to 
Denmark. Hereby one can conduct that there is a more sexual and erotic discourse within the culture of 
Italy. This hereby leads to interviewee number twos next statement, which points out that the higher 
use of erotic and sexual discourses in society thus leads to success – e.g. “it may play even a more 
important role to achieve what many people would term as 'success'” (Appendix 16.1.1.4).	
As he sees the Cultural Differences within Erotic Capital between the cultures Italy and Denmark, as 
being that there is found awareness of it on both cultures. However, as Interviewee number one sees it, 
it is more commonly used in the culture of Italy, whereas in Denmark it is primarily recognizes it but 
emphasis discourses with a sense of Social Capital to a higher degree than in Italy.  	
In regards the gender differences, interviewee number two opposes the question as being too broad, for 
him to answer it properly. However, he points out certain generalized ideas of gender relations in the 
culture of Italy – e.g. “a family composed by a breadwinner man and a housewife/unemployed wife in 
Italy would sound more ordinary than the other way around” (Appendix 16.1.1.4). He argues, that 
because of the broadness of the question it is unanswerable as differences between sexes might 
implicate differences in religion, geography areas, socio-economic contexts and differences in family 
traditions.	
12.2.3.3  Interviewee Number Four 
Interviewee number four was born in Romania. Within the question of Cultural Differences between 
Romania and Denmark, she claims, “there are none” (Appendix 16.1.2.3). It is though, arguable that 
there always are some Cultural Differences between cultures, however the context of the differences 
might influence the degree to which there is or is not Cultural Differences. Hence, from the answer of 
interviewee number four it is arguable that there are no Cultural Differences, however this is seen in 
regards to Erotic Capital.  	
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Nevertheless, in regards to the question of sex differences she answers by showing a degree of Cultural 
Differences. She does this by implying that even though she states, “Romania suffers from sexism and 
misogyny” (Appendix 16.1.2.3), women are better regarded on the job-market in Romania than in 
Denmark. She argues that in Denmark men question the professionalism of women, and why women 
are active at the job market in the first place whereas this is not the case in Romania. It is arguable that 
she by this statement to some degree contradict herself, as she mentions that women are undermined in 
the job market in Denmark, which she in the original interview argues is because of the way women are 
locked upon and their self-presentation in the Danish society.	
Moreover, she goes upon criticizing the Capitalist society of Denmark, as she upholds the fact the 
communist parties helped women upholding some degree of equality and gave them the opportunity of 
entering the job market.	
 
12.2.3.4  Discussion 
Within the answers of the interview revised it is found that there within the different countries of origin 
of the interviewees – i.e. England, Italy and Romania – is found obvious Cultural Differences. This is 
seen as England is comparable to Denmark in regards to Erotic Capital, whereas Italy shows clear 
differences from Denmark on that point and lastly Romania, is arguably – at least in regards to sexual 
differences – divergent from Denmark.	
By conducting the interviews revised, it shows clear Cultural Differences between the countries of 
origin of the interviewees. Moreover, it also displays great Cultural Differences between the different 
countries of origin of the different interviewees. Hereby it is noticeable how Interviewee number one 
and interviewee number two again are contradictory as there is no obviously noticeable Cultural 
Differences between England and Denmark, whereas there is noticeable Cultural Differences between 
Italy and Denmark. This is arguable having an impact on the way both the original interview and the 
interview revised are answered by the interviewees. Here, it is important to stress that his not only 
counts for the countries of origin of interviewee number one and two, but also for interviewee number 
four.	
Lastly, it is important to note that within all the interviews revised there are clear signs of sex 
differences. This is seen, as there in England are signs of inequality of genders despite the gender 
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equality of the law. Moreover, in Italy it is seen in regards to gender roles.  Whereas in Romania there 
are sex differences, to some degree, as women in the workplace still are not equal to men. 
12.3  GENERAL ASSESSMENT OF THE INTERVIEWS 
12.3.1  Gender Theory Appl ied 
In the empirical data, which the group gathered from the questionnaire, there are clear references to the 
gender differences. It is revealed that gender plays a certain role in coherence to Erotic Capital.  	
As to refer to the findings, it is important to notice that both male participants of the interview had the 
positive or rather neutral attitude towards Erotic Capital. They did not feel obligated at any time to use 
it, and the expectations of using it in work field was very low.	
On the contrary, female participants of the interview stated that they implement it in their everyday 
lives, because it is impossible to avoid it. It is implied that they feel the pressure to use Erotic Capital – 
e.g. interviewee number four states that:	
“When a man uses erotic Capital, and ends up in a meeting, he will find that he has the last word in 
that meeting. This never ever happens with the woman using the same portion of erotic Capital. 
Whereas he is listened to and considered authoritative, she is merely pretty, at best, or weird, at worst. 
Listened to: are you kidding me?” (Appendix 16.1.2.2).	
According to this statement, women within the same position as men, have more difficulties to be taken 
seriously and with the accurate respect to the given situation. Because of her looks and appearances, 
she is being underestimated - especially by men - even in spite of working in the same profession and 
in the same spheres.   
Interviewee number four has a negative attitude towards society’s view on the female sex - stating that 
she uses Erotic Capital only because she has no other choice as being forced to it by the norms of the 
western society.  This is further in the questionnaire confirmed by interviewee number one suggesting 
that women have greater access to the use of Erotic Capital referring to Hakim's statements that:	
“Women are in a more powerful position to exploit their erotic Capital because of the sexual deficit. 
However, Hakim argues that unlike male sexuality women have more legal restrictions and social 
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sanctions on the way they can express their sexuality [especially in Anglo-Saxon countries]” 
(Appendix 16.1.2.2).	
This shows that women are more likely to be exposed to the phenomena of Erotic Capital  - and unlike 
men, feel that this is something describing them as females individually. The empirical data clearly 
shows that there are huge differences as to perception of gender in work field but also in-between 
cultures.  
As gender refers to the psychological, social and cultural differences between men and women, the 
group had to take the origin of questioned people into consideration. The background of interviewee 
number two displays, how important the origin and the social representation is, in regards to certain 
cultures in relation to Erotic Capital – e.g. he states that in Italy, where he comes from, it is much more 
relevant to be sexually attractive than it is in Denmark. It is also easier to achieve more in life through 
the help of Erotic Capital for both sexes.	
 
12.3.2  Phenomenology Appl ied 
With what has already been established about Phenomenology, the theories on this matter can be 
applied to the interviews made in this project. In these, it is clearly shown that every interviewee’s 
answers the given questions with a phenomenological perspective.	
In the instance of the studied interviews, Phenomenology clearly applies as a theory, as every 
interviewee answers the given questions from a personal point of view. The given answers thereby rely 
on subjective thoughts and feelings in regards to the given questions, thereby giving different answers 
to the same questions. With this in mind, examples from the interviewees answers can be used to 
underline the theory of Phenomenology – i.e. in the gathered data from interviewee number one, the 
theory of Phenomenology applies, as his answers are subjective - e.g. as seen when the question of 
morality in connection with women should be exploiting their Erotic Capital in order to gain favourable 
treatment from men. Another example of Phenomenology used in connection with the interviewees can 
be seen when interviewee number four, who proclaims that the six (seven) elements of Erotic Capital 
all are “[…] echoed, grounded in and reflected by what society presents and holds as a 
standard/ideal” (Appendix 16.1.2.1). Her subjective perception of Erotic Capital and its facets all 
contribute to the theory of Phenomenology, as it – though shared by many peers – is an individual 
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assessment of the phenomena. In the interviews made for and used in this dissertation, it is hereby clear 
to see the connection between the different interviewees’ answers and the theory of Phenomenology; 
the answers are given with a subjective point of view. In addition to Phenomenology, it also gives a 
clearer outlook on the different subjective and personal perspectives on the theories of Erotic Capital.	
With what has already been established about Phenomenology, the theories on this matter can be 
applied to the interviews made in this project.	
In these, it is clearly shown that every interviewed individual answer the given questions with a 
phenomenological perspective.	
In the instance of the studied interviews, Phenomenology clearly applies as a theory, as every 
interviewed subject answers the given questions from a personal point of view. The given answers, 
thereby relies on subjective thoughts and feelings in regards to the given questions, thereby giving 
different answers to the same questions.	
With this in mind, examples from the interviewed subjects’ answers can be used to underline the theory 
of Phenomenology.	
For example, in the interview with Interviewee Number 1, Ibrahim Warsama, the theory of 
Phenomenology applies, as his answers to the given questions are subjective – as seen when the 
question of morality in connection with women should be exploiting their Erotic Capital in order to 
gain favorable treatment from men.	
Another example of Phenomenology in use in connection with the interviewed subjects can be seen 
when Interviewee Number four, Irina Polyanska, proclaims that the six elements of Erotic Capital all 
are “[…] echoed, grounded in and reflected by what society presents and holds as a standard/ideal” 
(Appendix 16.1.2.1). Her subjective point of view of Erotic Capital and its facets all contribute to the 
theory of Phenomenology, as it – though shared by many peers – is an individual assessment of the 
situation.	
In the interviews made for and used in this paper, it is hereby clear to see the connection between the 
different subjects’ answers and the theories of Phenomenology; the answers are given with a subjective 
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point of view, which – in addition to Phenomenology – also gives a clearer outlook on the different 
subjective and personal perspectives on the theories of Erotic Capital.	
	
12.4  GENERAL DISCUSSION OF ANALYSIS 
For this analysis and the interview revised, it is now possible to conduct a discussion of the gathered 
knowledge. Herein including the theories of both Gender and Cultural Differences. Furthermore, a 
focus on the role of highly educated individuals of different cultural origin in regards to Erotic Capital 
will take form. Finally, this will lead to a part conclusion founded on the Problem Definition.	
It was the intention to analyse the gender differences through the original interview, hence 
investigating the gender differences in and towards Erotic Capital. The Qualitative Method Interview 
questions did not have gender specific differences. However, the analysis where gender separated, and 
moreover the discourse of the answers point towards different attitudes of Erotic Capital thereby 
creating differences within Erotic Capital in regards to gender. This was expected, but the 
acknowledgement of this by interviewee number two was found surprising. This might be due to the 
fact that his experience of the Cultural Differences between Italy and Denmark – e.g. he refers to 
himself as being perceived as an “Italian Stallion” (Appendix 16.1.1.3). It can be argued that the exotic 
generalization of Italian men may have had an influence. This plays well with the theory of Masculinity 
and the general perception of men. Moreover, interviewee number two is aware of the gender 
differences, which is not seen in the answers of interviewee number one. The differences between the 
women however, is not in the choice of Erotic Capital, but in the pre-given presumption of female 
Erotic Capital - i.e. Men seem to have a choice, whereas women do not. The question of choice is to be 
understood within the answers of interviewee number one - whereas it can be argued that he does not 
question or personally relate to the premises of Erotic Capital. Thus chooses not to let it influence his 
paradigm. As seen within the example of interviewee number four, where she cannot escape the 
influence of her Erotic Capital, and it is not a question of choice but opposition. This brings in the 
theory of Feminism, as interviewee number four argues that the gender inequality created by Erotic 
Capital can be an opposition to Feminism, and thus Feminism can question and contest the idea 
presented by Hakim – e.g. “I should hope that Feminism keeps asking this question until we all get it. 
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“  (Appendix 16.1.2.2). Here, she is not only in opposition towards the theory of Hakim but also the 
premises given by Erotic Capital in society.	
Another point that is important to note, is the differences in the former knowledge on the topic between 
the interviewees. The interviewees are deliberately chosen on behalf of their education and their 
country of origin to investigate the claim of success by Hakim - and furthermore also to study the 
cultural stereotyping in regards to success when using Erotic Capital. As mentioned earlier interviewee 
number three knows a great deal about the theory of Erotic Capital, this is obviously shown, as well as 
influencing her answers. Hence, it is shown that only interviewee number three had substantial 
previous knowledge. The other interviewees mainly took a standpoint in the pre-given information 
about Erotic Capital or referred to personal experience or else interpretation of own experience. It can 
be presumed that, if the interviewees had not had the said high education, we could have gotten viable 
answers however, failed to investigate and support the claim of success - as well as in regards to 
ethnicity. It was shown in our analysis that there was a difference in the answers when it came to 
referring mainly through personal experience and attitudes or academic knowledge. As this was one of 
the goals of the analysis, it was unexpectedly achieved to a greater extent than first assumed. This 
stresses the standpoint of greater discussion. Hence, the personal experiences supports the claims of 
Hakim – e.g. interviewee number two gives a personal example of both using Erotic Capital but also a 
cultural perspective in this regard.	
When choosing the interviewees, another important factor was the Cultural Differences of Erotic 
Capital, as it was expected to differ between cultures and ethnicities, but also having an influence on 
the way we perceive Erotic Capital in today's society. This meaning, that because of cross-cultural 
relations, it can be expected that a more general ideas of the definition of Erotic Capital will emerge. 
However, it is shown in the answers of interviewee number two that this might not be the case. There is 
apparently a difference between the cultural understanding of Erotic Capital in Italy and Denmark. 
Interviewee number two argues for the differences in the usage, and in the gender related role – i.e. 
Masculinity and Femininity –, of Erotic Capital. Though it can be argued, that if the cultural relations 
evolve, a new singular idea of Erotic Capital might emerge. This is of course not something, which can 
be concluded on behalf of one interview.	
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12.5  CONDUCTED INTERVIEW IN REGARDS TO EROTIC CAPITAL 
It can, to some extend, be concluded from the Discourse Analysis of the interviews, that there is indeed 
viability behind the phenomena of Erotic Capital. It can be put into question whether the theory by 
Hakim is the exact way of perceiving the phenomena – however, it can be concluded that the presence 
of the idea of the phenomena is current in today’s society. Furthermore, within the idea of the 
phenomena gender plays a role when it comes to usage, acceptance and expectations of Erotic Capital. 
Moreover, it is clear that men have a choice when it comes to the premises of the phenomena that 
women seemingly do not have. From the answers the premises is a fact. Additionally, the question of 
the influence of ethnicity can validate that it indeed plays a role. However, ethnicity can both have a 
negative and a positive influence on the Erotic Capital of an individual and thus it can be concluded 
that it only to a certain degree has an influence. In this regard, it can be presumed that Cultural 
Differences can affect Erotic Capital and the phenomena behind. However, it is unknown how and to 
what degree.  From our analysis, it is clear the there is a dispute and debate when it comes to the female 
view on the phenomena addressed by Erotic Capital. Hakim believes that as Erotic Capital is present in 
society, women are to use it to their advantage where she believes that feminists simply do not want to 
acknowledge this fact.  On the other hand, what could be described as the feminist view point is that 
they refuse the acknowledge this premises and thus are opposed to Erotic Capital as a tool to dealing 
with the phenomena of being female in the 21st Century.	
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13 DISCUSSION 
Within the theoretical knowledge obtained in regards to Erotic Capital and Feminism, the connection 
between Gender, Femininity and Masculinity made itself clear. Feminine and Masculine features 
within both genders, along with the interviewees answers, uncovered that men and women possess 
Erotic Capital regardless of whether they are aware of it or not. However, as described in the Discourse 
Analysis, men have the choice of using it, whereas women do not. This is a crucial issue in regards to 
Erotic Capital, as its influence on Feminism might have adverse or beneficial consequences. This will 
be elaborated on and discussed below.  	
The exploration within the borders of Erotic Capital and Feminism shows that the given theories are of 
great division. It depends on what theory of Feminism referred to, but in the instance of the theory of 
Emily Hill (2015), it shows a clear opposition to the extent of what could be referred to as Erotic 
Capital - or at least to some degree. Hill argues against women’s use of physical self-presentation, 
which is one of the Six (Seven) Elements of Erotic Capital, however not the idea itself. It is clear that 
Hakim (2012) sees Erotic Capital as advantageous for women – and moreover, she argues for the usage 
of it by women, as it, according to her theory, is increasing the success. Advertisement in the 21st 
Century is a great example in that case. Women are perceived as beautiful and are desirable in the areas 
of modelling to represent all sorts of products, clothes, make up brands and even cars. Although, 
despite the fact that it expends their opportunities in financial spheres, women are also faced with the 
adverse image of themselves as they show the advantages of the female body in the sexual way - i.e. 
not the strength or intelligence.	
The way Hakim refers to power is a clear contradiction of the feministic view by reasons of reference 
to its inherent connection to sexuality. When describing Erotic Capital and its benefits for both male 
and female, Hakim claims that:	
“The whole world smiles at them, and they learn to smile back, to ask for favours, to negotiate for what 
they want. This virtuous circle lasts a lifetime, and yields a lifetime of benefits – in private life, at work, 
in all activities in the public sphere” (Hakim, 2012, p. 226).	
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Within this, it can be discussed whether Erotic Capital is combined with Sexuality and Power – or if it 
actually is Sexuality and Power. As Hakim describes it, one who is in reach of Erotic Capital, from the 
birth and through life, will automatically possess both Sexuality and Power because “Beautiful children 
develop good social skills earlier and faster”(Hakim, 2012, p. 226). However, Hakim also claims that: 
“Women everywhere have higher erotic Capital than men, partly because they work harder at it” 
(Hakim, 2012, p. 229). In reflection to that, she clearly discriminates unattractive women as well as 
men, and argues that women have more Erotic Capital and Sexuality and thereby have more assets, 
which they can exploit to their own favour. This excludes the feministic approach of equal rights.	
On the other hand, Hakim also seems to have an agreeing keynote with the feministic view through the 
book, “Honey Money- Why attractiveness is the key to success”. That is a clear contrast between how 
Erotic Capital and Sexuality could and should be exploited. Using the entertainment industry as an 
example, Hakim argues that women are put in an unfair situation, where they have to do double the 
work as their male colleagues but: “[…] backwards and in high-heels” (Hakim, 2012, p. 231). Within 
this, it can be argued whether women in reach of Erotic Capital and Sexuality actually are being 
punished for possessing these as well - i.e. they are criticized for not empowering their erotic and 
sexual sides, however if they do, they are stigmatized for it as well (Hakim, 2012, p. 231). This too, can 
be seen with the before-mentioned Feministic point of view, as it would suggest that women do not 
have the total power over their own bodies. Jane Freedman (2001) argues that even though Erotic 
Capital can contribute to women empowering the opposite sex when being sexually desirable, it will 
create the opposite effect as well. In aiming to be physically attractive – even succeeding in it –will still 
create a sense of power in the dominant male, as women, essentially, still are trying to please him. 
According to Hakim, women hold their own power in their own Sexuality and Erotic Capital. If women 
cleverly use their assets, they can – to some extent – have the power over men. However, as argued 
from a feministic perspective, women should not be determined by their feminine physical features - 
i.e. have the power of their own bodies and not be controlled in a fashion, which will make them 
aesthetically beautiful and desirable to the opposite sex.	
In the 21st Century, gender roles have become much more open and less restricted – however, the 
degree of the latter deviates from culture to culture. The reason for this is possibly the Feministic 
movement of the 20th Century, which introduced the gender equality to the world and reduced the 
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biological view on the sexes. As a result of that, the differences between Femininity and Masculinity 
are fading away, and now Femininity is becoming more fluid and intertwined with Masculinity. 
Equally, this accounts for Masculinity for exactly the same reasons. Key spores of what is feminine and 
how one should relate to women’s sexuality in feministic spheres is hard to unambiguously determine - 
that is why it is crucial to look at the cultural differences, which can contribute to the interpretation of 
Erotic Capital.	
The differences between men and women can be explained by gender theory which is situated in 
culture and Cultural Differences. It is the origin, along with social environment, one is born in that 
transmit the basis of what is Feminine and what is Masculine. With the question of ethnicity and 
identity within Erotic Capital, Hakim argues that Erotic Capital differs from culture to culture, thus 
ethnicity also has an impact. Moreover, she argues that, “[…] the sexual revolution of the 1960s and 
1970s allowed a great flowering of sexuality in western countries. But people in the west’s Capitalist 
societies still fall way behind other cultures sexual activity” (Hakim, 2012, p. 38). This quote further 
elaborates how the Sexual and Erotic side of Erotic Capital differs within different cultures.	
Another key aspect within this is, moreover, that Hakim claims that the common beauty - or the most 
commonly contributes to attractiveness - is “[…] conventionality, symmetry and even skin tone” 
(Hakim, 2012, p. 13). This can also be seen in the instance of how the make-up industries have created 
foundations and other skin colouring products, that change the original colour of the individuals’ skin – 
e.g. it is often seen that African beauty ideals desire the skin colour white, whereas Scandinavian 
beauty ideals desire a darker and browner skin colour. The cultural beauty ideals derive from the 
cultural power relations and arguably the exotic looks.  However, as Freedman argues, the difference in 
cultures has created several kinds of Feminisms. The different kinds of Feminisms depended on 
culture, thus also creates difference between ethnicities (2001, p. 86). This has, further to that, created a 
new view upon how some feminist theories - and to some extent Feminism itself – are viewed in the 
21st Century.	
As Hill (2015) argues, the use of beautifying products for women should be used to the advantages of 
women, in relation to Hakim and her arguments of the theory of Erotic Capital. However, it is 
important to note that Hill believes that the way beautifying products are being used in the Western 
Society of today is not the accurate way. Further to that, Anderson (2014) argues that the lack of 
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awareness of Feminism in the 21st Century has created an inequality between men and women. Here, 
women are using their Erotic Capital and Sexuality to their own advantage. However, she argues that it 
is only possible for the women to use their Erotic Capital to their advantage, since men provide them 
with the definition of what female beauty, sexuality, and erotic appeal is (Anderson, 2014, Chapter 3). 
Additionally, the use of beauty ideal is arguably not only created by the inequality between genders, 
but also within cultures. As Hill (2015) claims, there have been some disagreement between feminists 
from Third World Countries (TWC) and feminists of white skin colour. As TWC feminists argued, 
feminists of white skin colour did not acknowledge the difference between women from different 
cultures and societies (Hill, 2015, p. 86).	
In this, it can be discussed whether Catherine Hakim’s theory of Erotic Capital is actually a viable 
theory with the notion of Feminism. As already investigated, certain arguments have been made against 
Hakim’s theory of Erotic Capital – herein Green’s arguments against Erotic Capital makes themselves 
noted. Within Green’s criticism of Hakim’s theory of Erotic Capital, it is reputable that triviality as 
well as Hakim being contradictory is key points. The viability of Green lies upon his former knowledge 
and interest on the subject, but moreover also in the knowledge gained of Hakim’s work. Though a 
concrete matter through both the criticism of Hakim but also the qualitative data interviews is that the 
phenomena of Erotic Capital indeed is present in the minds of the individuals in question. Related to 
the interviews is that interviewee number four is arguable criticizing the theory of Hakim in the same 
regard as Green, however with a lower degree of obtained knowledge on the subject. Interviewee 
number four thus supplements the criticism of Green with arguably more individually personal 
feministic viewpoints, whereas Green argues from a more academic point of view.  The broadness of 
the theory of Hakim questions the liability of it. Moreover, the Cultural Differences may influence the 
existence of the phenomena Erotic Capital, which is arguably a notion of how Greens criticism relates 
the broadness of the theory to be unfeasible. 
In the research concerning the interviews and the correlated answers given, the group established that 
the findings of the Discourse Analysis can conclude that there is viability behind the phenomena of 
Erotic Capital. However, one can, of course, question the basis of this conclusion due the fact that the 
analysis was based on only four interviewees. Additionally it can be argued that in regards to the 
critical analysis of Hakim, there is consistency to the debate. Furthermore, and in regards to theories of 
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Erotic Capital, Feminism, Masculinity, Femininity, Gender, and Cultural Difference, which have been 
used within this dissertation, there is found evidence of coherence between the findings of the former 
mentioned theories with the findings of the Discourse Analysis. These findings create consistency 
within the dissertation on an unexpected level – i.e. the theories fit the findings of the analysis to an 
unexpected degree. Additionally, both the critical analysis of Hakim and the qualitative data collected 
and analysed through the Discourse Analysis are both very subjective. The subjectivity of the 
individuals creates a certain connection and validation of the debate.	
Lastly, arguments for and against the theory of Erotic Capital have made themselves clear. As 
discussed, the theory of Erotic Capital ties together with the theories of Masculinity and Femininity – 
and furthermore, in this project, the connection to Cultural Differences are made apparent through the 
means of interviewing four individuals with different cultural backgrounds.	
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14 CONCLUSION 
Throughout this project, the theory of Erotic Capital has been explored and explained. Additionally, 
theories of Masculinity, Femininity, Gender and Cultural Differences have been applied to understand 
the notion of Erotic Capital fully. In this, a thorough exploration have been made possible by defining – 
and thereby understanding – the different facets that can come into play when describing, analysing and 
understanding the theory of Erotic Capital.	
Additionally, this project has focused on combining the theory of Erotic Capital with those of 
Feminism. In this, the idea was to critically assess and analyse if the theory of Erotic Capital will match 
those of Feminism. As it has turned out, the two theories differ greatly:	
The notions and theories of Feminism do – to a certain extent – play a role in the discussion of Erotic 
Capital; the prominent two sides to the theory of Erotic Capital present themselves as either for or 
against the personal use of Erotic Capital. Hakim’s stance on the matter consists of the idea and notion, 
that Erotic Capital can be a prominent asset to lucky few born with it, and, to an extent, learned by 
those who are not born with it.	
Arguing against Erotic Capital is the Feministic perspective, which argues that equality between the 
sexes is not made by using Erotic Capital. As stated in this dissertation, the personal use of Erotic 
Capital will, for a woman, still to some degrees suppress her, as Erotic Capital would argue that the use 
of which will provide a woman with certain favours – due to her “good looks”.	
Our conducted interviews further show, to a great extend, that both the theories of Masculinity, 
Femininity, Gender and Cultural Differences lead to a conclusion that all theories – to some extend – 
have an impact on one another.	
Through the interview made in this project, it is also clearly shown that Erotic Capital has different 
meanings from culture to culture. Through interviews with two males and two females, respectively, 
the differences in the usage of Erotic Capital are clearly shown through their subjective answers to the 
given questions.	
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A conclusion to this dissertation can thereby be made: 21st Century Feminism suggests that the theory 
of Erotic Capital can be discarded. This is due to the fact that the womanly body is made up by ideas 
created by the Patriarchy. In this, the theory of Erotic Capital is thereby, in feministic terms, not a 
viable theory, as it proposes for the woman to exploit her body and sexuality in order to gain favours, 
which will not create equality between genders.  	
The given gender roles differ from culture to culture – however specific stereotypes can be found to a 
certain degree, which all indicate male dominance. Moreover, because of this stereotypical dominance, 
women are found more likely to use their erotic and sexual assets to their own advantage.	
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16 APPENDIX 
16.1  INTERVIEWS 
16.1.1  Male 
16.1.1.1  Interviewee number one – Interview – Part  1  
How do you experience Erotic Capital in today’s society?	
in terms of Hakim’s claim that a sexual deficit exists between men and women, then prostitution and 
pornography as well as other forms of sexual commerce are obvious examples.	
Do you find any issues in this regard?	
According to Hakim the sexual deficit is to be found across a wide range of cultures. However, I’m not 
convinced that she has really shown that men want sex more than woman. Also I think the implicit 
claim that woman should exploit men via ‘erotic Capital’ is morally dubious.	
Do you think Feminism have or do played a role, and to what degree?	
If by the question you mean, ‘has Feminism restricted women employing erotic Capital’, then yes. 
Clearly many feminists would argue that women despite the progress that has been made are still in an 
unequal power relationship with men. Therefore, if for example prostitution is legalized it would be [or 
is] the case that it is still woman who are being exploited.	
Are you aware that you use Erotic Capital in your everyday life? How and why?	
Considering that I am a male and aged 55, then according to Hakim’s theory my erotic Capital is low. 
It is more likely that I would be the target of someone trying to exploit their erotic Capital.	
Do you see Erotic Capital as having had an influence both in and outside of you career?	
No.	
Have you found it necessary to use Erotic Capital in and outside of your career?	
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No.	
How do you see the differences between women and men in regards to Erotic Capital?	
As I mentioned earlier, Hakim seems to be suggesting that women are in a more powerful position to 
exploit their erotic Capital because of the sexual deficit. However, Hakim argues that unlike male 
sexuality women have more legal restrictions and social sanctions on the way they can express their 
sexuality [especially in Anglo-Saxon countries].	
How do you think Erotic Capital differs in different work related arenas?	
Well I guess in the case of a prostitute I would want her to have the maximum erotic Capital but in the 
case of my surgeon I would be much more concerned with their skill and knowledge J	
 
16.1.1.2  Interviewee number one – Interview part  2 
What cultural differences are there between Denmark and your country of origin in regards to 
Erotic Capital?	
I think in England woman in the workplace do pay attention to the way they present themselves. I 
particular they use personal grooming, fashion accessories etc to enhance their image. However it is 
hard to know the reason for this and therefore impossible to say if the intention is to use their 
Femininity in the way that Hakim is suggesting.	
What are the differences between the sexes in your country of origin?	
I think in England it is widely accepted that men and woman are equal in terms of the law. I also think 
it is the case that increasingly this is also extended to the workplace in terms of the variety of jobs now 
open to women. However it is the case that woman earn less than men for similar jobs and that they are 
still under-represented at the highest levels of society.	
 
16.1.1.3  Interviewee number two – Interview – Part  1  
How do you experience Erotic Capital in today’s society?	
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Following the provided definition, I think erotic Capital is a stable feature of modern Western society 
and I have the impression that many discourses are formulated, consciously or not, around the 
elements described above, not always and necessarily in the full combination though. It is impossible 
for me to prove anything, but I am personally quite convinced that erotic Capital can partly concur in 
deciding for people’s good results if not successes of both sexes. But in order to do so, one needs also 
to know how to use it. In Denmark, the possibility of erotic Capital determining aspects of one’s life 
seems in my view to be relatively limited. Nevertheless, non-physical social presentation and liveliness 
especially do play a role for a better placing in social relations within working environments and 
personal life. I think that Danish society is very keen on these two elements and it accordingly shapes 
individuals, whatever their background, to positively evaluate them when they are present. In Italy, 
where I come from, I have the feeling of a larger “intrusion” of components such as sexual 
attractiveness and physical social representation in everyday discourses and it may be, and there is 
noticeable public perception of it, that erotic Capital can influence the development of your life.	
Do you find any issues in this regard?	
I would find it becoming an issue when discourses about erotic Capital start to prevail over any 
possible others (e.g. skills and professional competences), or when erotic categories become the first 
set of identifiers we use to describe people in the public sphere. From there, there is a concrete risk 
that those endowed with abundant erotic Capital could be awarded with more resources yet not 
necessarily matched by correlated competence. By the same token, I don’t see it being a problem when 
friends at the gym during little talks emphasize non-physical social presentation and sexuality 
categories of the other people there, because these representations are not linked to any extent to 
expectations for the same people’s social life; they pertain rather to the private sphere and are partly 
instrumental to solidify the group’s friendship itself. For what I have myself experienced in the public 
sphere, I don’t think Denmark is exposed to remarkable issues of “exploitation” of erotic Capital.	
Do you think Feminism have or do played a role, and to what degree?	
I am not an expert of feminist movements, so I find it hard to provide an answer here. However, just as 
“women” are a heterogeneous category, I am sure that also Feminism has many facets that could have 
looked at the issue and the ways to deal with it in very different ways.	
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Are you aware that you use Erotic Capital in your everyday life? How and why?	
I became aware of the potentialities of erotic Capital only in recent years and I did ignore there was a 
name for it before this interview. The first time I noticed the possible relevance of erotic categories in 
everyday relations was during previous jobs in Italy. I realized the extent to which what I can call now 
the elements of erotic Capital were unavoidable instruments one would use or touch on in order to 
advance social and working relations with both sexes. There’s more, and this thing is also relevant for 
the Danish context: people tend to put you in pre-given erotic categories, although it does not 
necessarily influence their attitude towards you. In Denmark, my pre-given erotic Capital had worked 
together with a modicum of exoticism and stereotyping. When I first came for a MA, no matter what I 
was promptly nicknamed the “Italian stallion”; I was expected to play love songs on the guitar during 
parties and to be knowledgeable about the last decades of Italian football (I guess for some people the 
latter is outright erotic!). This put me in a specific, overall positive, social position and it was left to my 
choice whether (or when) to ride on the pre-given package or display a different yet more natural 
personality. So the main point here is that sometime I have used certain categories even if they did not 
fit with my actual personality but were conducive to reach a particular scope, sociability. Moreover, I 
guess you need other people to realize about the full potential of your erotic Capital. In working 
environments, and anyway now that I am growing older, I try to have special regards for liveliness and 
non-physical social presentation, which are both what I have most interest for and what I believe to be 
more proper for the context.	
Do you see Erotic Capital as having had an influence both in and outside of you career?	
Not particularly. I think though that non sexual features (charm, communication skills, humor) may 
have been a bit more important over time.	
Have you found it necessary to use Erotic Capital in and outside of your career?	
No, it was never necessary and I never felt compelled to satisfy people’s expectations in this regard. In 
the first place, I don’t even know if I really know how to use it. But I have noticed differences in the 
attitude of those around you when you use/not-use it. A combination of the six pieces of erotic Capital 
can sometime represent that little difference that puts you in a better position in respect to another 
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person; namely, it may help people ultimately deciding about you or in your favor when they are in 
doubt.	
Do you see the differences between women and men in regards to Erotic Capital?	
No comments	
How do you think Erotic Capital differs in different work related arenas? 	
No comments	
16.1.1.4  Interviewee number two – Interview -  part  2  
Hello Natalie,	
the two additional questions are rather hard to answer. I think there are many nuances according to age; 
gender; social position and so on.  
But I'll try to give your group an answer from my experience:	
What cultural differences are there between Denmark and your country of origin in regards to 
Erotic Capital?	
I think one difference is that in my country of origin (Italy) erotic Capital may appear, in general, more 
frequently in discourses among people, or in the media. Moreover, it may play even a more important 
role to achieve what many people would term as 'success'. A classic example is the relation between 
sexual attractiveness and success in TV or other prominent public arenas.  
But I can be too assertive here: among people I know in Denmark (age between 19 and 70) the erotic 
Capital of people is also largely recognized in common talks. However, it seems to me that media and 
public environments refer to categories of social Capital with less emphasis and a lower tone.	
 
What are the differences between the sexes in your country of origin?	
There is no way I can answer such question properly because things change from family to family; 
from region to region. One example: religious attachment can influence behaviors differently as well as 
influence the judgement of other people's behaviors. But of course, a family composed by a 
breadwinner man and a housewife/unemployed wife in Italy would sound more ordinary than the other 
way around; and the same goes to a family where the woman is always cooking and doing the grocery 
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shopping while the man is taking care of the garden and the car. You can apply similar stereotypes and 
old-fashioned views on sector such as education and job market, they would fit to a good extent. And 
national statistics somehow point to the same idea. Some forms of discrimination against women, for 
example, seem to occur still. But there are also so many differences among geographic areas, socio-
economic contexts and therefore it is impossible to give a more precise answer for such a big topic. The 
only thing I am quite sure about is that gender differences are more accentuated in Italy.	
 
16.1.2  Female 
16.1.2.1  Interviewee number three -  Interview 
Here are my answers:  
To begin with, I have to tell you that I have studied psychoanalysis for several years and I am very 
dedicated to its core concepts, which is why the very idea of erotic Capital as a driving force is 
something most natural and implicit for me and my reflections on the everyday functioning. To put it in 
other words, I think it is something that is always there, around us, in us, something very instinctive. I 
don’t think, it is something we are always aware of, but I believe, that on the meta level the awareness 
of this concept or phenomena is a useful thing to acquire. 
How do you experience Erotic Capital in today’s society?	
I perceive it as a very individual feature and asset, which is why talking about society in this regard 
does not seem relevant to me in the first approximation. However, I do admit that the six elements you 
have mentioned in the description are all echoed, grounded in and reflected by what society presents 
and holds as a standard/ideal. Film, music and entertaining industries are the examples of the direct 
sources to form our conceptions, self-conception included, which is subsequently influencing 
the  understanding of Erotic Capital in oneself and society.  	
Do you find any issues in this regard?	
I am not sure I understand the question. The issue is, as described earlier, that I cannot truly escape 
the frame and preconceptions about EC in the society, since the very same society feeds me with most 
of my understanding of EC (understood In the way you have described).   	
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Do you think Feminism have or do played a role, and to what degree?	
Yes, it does play a role. I can’t say to what degree, but I can say that Feminism has made a clear 
distinction between genders in a historically new way, and since EC also presupposes the importance 
of that distinction, it has given a new nuance to the picture.	
Are you aware that you use Erotic Capital in your everyday life? How and why?	
I am aware of it, yes. Hopefully, I am not using it in a manipulative senseJ I am aware that it is there, 
and it is one of the constants that dictates others’ perception of me (like for example social Capital 
does).	
Do you see Erotic Capital as having had an influence both in and outside of you career?	
Yes, I do, which I hope is clear from the above-written. I hope it is also clear that I don’t mean it in a 
strictly sexual way.	
Have you found it necessary to use Erotic Capital in and outside of your career?	
No, I don’t find it necessary, but I find it impossible not to, since it is one of the aspects of each 
individual. It would be like not stepping on a well-functioning  left leg when walking.	
How do you see the differences between women and men in regards to Erotic Capital?	
I see some differences in details, not in a big  picture.	
How do you think Erotic Capital differs in different work related arenas? 	
I could imagine some work fields demand closer contact and awareness to the concept: arts, fashion, 
dance, etc.	
16.1.2.2  Interviewee number four – Interview – Part  1  
How do you experience Erotic Capital in today’s society?	
From the standpoint of the media erotic Capital=the body. The focus is on the body alone. A successful 
person is the person who can flex a particular muscle at the gym, and then show it off to the paparazzi 
and all the other passive voyeurs, for whom it is easier to watch than to do the workout themselves. 
Just look at the music industry. Is the focus on the music? Like hell it is. It's all on the body. That alone 
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should give us a clue as to what is valued in our Western society. Not the arts, and certainly not any 
brains.	
Do you find any issues in this regard? 	
Yeah, as explained above.	
Do you think Feminism have or do played a role, and to what degree?	
Feminism draws our attention to power relations and the consequences of objectifying the woman. 
Think of it this way: a woman gets hired in a position of power - her looks will play a part. She gets to 
sit in a meeting with the male suits. She has great ideas and makes a lot of sense. She forwards these 
ideas across the table. She speaks with clarity and authority. The male suits in the room ask her, faking 
a tone of surprise, 'err, can you repeat that please, err, are you sure that you've calculated this 
properly?', err, well, yes, well, no, there's no objection, it's just that, err', well, we have to think about 
this, err, yeah sure, but you don't need to get aggressive, we can see that you're solid right, absolutely, 
but still, err…' etc. etc. As this dialogue discloses - and let me just say that this is not imagined, but 
rather - there's only one inference that the intelligent woman can make, and that is the following: she 
was not hired because she was smart and competent, and but because she was considered a nice thing 
to look at in a future meeting situation. Imagine how boring the life of the male suits would be without 
a woman to light up the fucking room (and yes, you're welcome to quote me ad literam). So to the 
point: Feminism asks this question: Is this fair? Does a woman deserve to be met with suspicion every 
time she exhibits more that her erotic stuff? With incoherent pubescent male speech? With reservation 
and aversion? Any person with some brain capacity would have to answer, 'like hell this is fair. So 
then, the question is, what are we going to do about it? I should hope that Feminism keeps asking this 
question until we all get it.  	
 
Are you aware that you use erotic Capital in your everyday life? How and why? 	
In addition to what I've already shown, I can say that don't make an effort to flaunt whatever is defined 
as erotic Capital, but I know that others think of me in those terms. Does it bother me? Yes. It does. 
Though as I'm approaching 50, I may end up lamenting my days of youth and beauty, since I don't see 
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anything changing in the way women are perceived, not matter how educated or not. I may as well 
stick with the program and keep seducing the morons.	
 
Do you see Erotic Capital as having had an influence both in and outside of you career?	
Well, let's just put it this way:, that is to say, itself. But this is another talk altogether. Suffice to say that 
eros, understood as part of a cultural paradigm is hardly new, but I gather that Hakim here has her 
own agenda. Erotic Capital defined the mainstream way gets you places only to discover that there's 
no real power connected to it. As in my example above.	
 
Have you found it necessary to use erotic Capital in and outside of your career?	
Yes, I have. To no avail. Personally I'm interested in the truth, and the truth somehow has never made 
it as part and parcel of the erotic Capital. It's a no win situation.	
 
How do you see the differences between women and men in regards to erotic Capital?	
Well, let me go back to my example above again. When a man uses erotic Capital, and ends up in a 
meeting, he will find that he has the last word in that meeting. This never ever happens with the woman 
using the same portion of erotic Capital. Whereas he is listened to and considered authoritative, she is 
merely pretty, at best, or weird, at worst. Listened to: are you kidding me?  	
 
How do you think erotic Capital differs in different work related arenas? 	
As our culture is not the culture that reminds us of our mortality, I'd have to answer 'no'. There's no 
difference. All erotic Capital is invested with the nothing of superficiality and is thus the opposite of 
truth, decency, and honesty. As long as we keep valuing the 'forever young' idea, we will get little out of 
activist interventions, such as Feminism, or Marxism. If I were to offer a solution to this, I'd say to 
those in the educating business: make sure to educate on death, and then see how our perception will 
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change; our perception of gender division and gender roles, our perception of our function and place 
in society, and our perception of our relationship with nature. Erotic Capital targets the individual, 
and as history has shown, intense focus on the individual brings abut nothing but catastrophe. 	
 
But it may well be that I misunderstand what erotic Capital is, in the way Hakim takes her cue from 
Bourdieu, with whom I'm very familiar. It seems to me that a lot of this is just bullshit. So take my 
words here with some grain of salt.	
 
16.1.2.3  Interviewee number four – Interview – Part  2  
What cultural differences are there between Denmark and your country of origin in regards to 
Erotic Capital?	
There are none.	
What are the differences between the sexes in your country of origin?	
While Romania suffers from sexism and misogyny, on the job market women are better regarded. Men 
don't usually question their professionalism, or even why the fuck they are on the job market to begin 
with. It is my impression that in Denmark men usually make very stupid assumptions regarding this 
relation. This equality in Romania, or in any event a much better equality than in Denmark, is due to 
the heavy communist party politics that favoured women on the job. So, yeah, we owe that to 
communism. Thank God for that. Now things have deteriorated, what with everyone going Capitalist, 
greedy, and dishonest. Alas. I lost touch with the new developments as I've been living here 25 years 
now.	
 
	
